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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

This thesis documents the origins and creation of two other publications, 

the website Yiç/akiwuy Dhäwu Miwatjtjurunydja - www.yirrkala.com/yidakiI  

dhawu - and the CD Hard Tongue Didgeridoo with Milkay Mununggurr. 

These should be reviewed before or concurrently with this thesis. 

ORTHOGRAPHY 

This document contains specialised characters to properly write 

terms from Yolr)u languages. An interactive animation at: 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/Olortho.html  

provides more assistance with this, but the major differences from 

English characters and pronunciation are introduced below. 

Notes on Consonants/Phonemes/Clusters that differ from English 

N /rj - the tail-n represents a soft ng, as in "singer" 
rg - soft ng followed by a hard g, as in "stronger" 
ng - separately pronounced n and then g, as in 

"mangrove" 

I t - retroflexed tongue - say the consonant with the 
back of the tip of the tongue pushing against the 
gum ridge, behind the top teeth 

dj tj ny - do not pronounce the y or j as in English. The tip of 
the tongue pushes against the back of the bottom 
teeth while the blade (middle) pushes up against the 
gum ridge. Say the n, t or d with the tongue 
starting from this position. 

rr - a rolled r, usually just one quick flap, or a short roll 
flicking against the gum ridge 

- glottal stop 
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ABSTRACT 

The didjeridu, or yiaki as it is commonly known in northeast Arnhem 

Land, is a musical instrument that originated in the far north of Australia, 

but since European contact has developed into a widely recognized 

symbol for the whole of Australia and a tool of self-expression for many 

throughout the world. Many Aboriginal People have expressed concern 

about the instrument's spread out of their control and without 

understanding or respect for its traditional origins. Some, such as those 

behind the 1999 Garma Festival Yidaki Statement, have called for a new 

relationship between the instrument's founders and those who have 

appropriated the instrument for commercial or other purposes. But little 

has been done by either side to create this relationship. This project has 

sought to open a channel of communication between the Yolr)u of 

northeast Arnhem Land and non-Aboriginal didjeridu players. Perceptions 

and opinions of a sampling of didjeridu enthusiasts on the internet were 

collected for presentation to Yolu so that responses could be formulated 

and presented. Yolr)u collaborated in a process to determine what of 

their knowledge to share and how to present it. This thesis describes this 

process and its results -- Milkayrju Munur)gurr's instructional audio CD 

I-lard Tongue Didgeridoo and a comprehensive website at 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu  to reach out from the origins to the many 

new users of the yiaki around the world. 
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INTRODUCTION 



While the musical instrument commonly known as the didjeridu has grown 

in popularity around the world for many years, and the culture that 

created it has been studied by anthropologists for many decades, much 

remains unknown and undocumented about the depth of the instrument's 

meanings, forms, and uses. It has been suggested that the instrument 

was not interesting enough to early anthropologists, who labeled it 

"primitive" because of its simple construction -- a termite-hollowed tree 

trunk -- (Jones 1973) and because it usually lacks the ornate decoration 

that has garnered attention for other Aboriginal crafts and ritual objects 

(Garde 2001, Lim 2002).1  There is evidence that as late as 1990, there is 

not even respect for the instrument among elements of contemporary 

musical academia (Hayward and Neuenfeldt 1997). Ironically, the didjeridu 

has caught the attention of multitudes around the world, inspiring 

innumerable recordings, thousands of websites, international festivals, clubs 

and a magazine published in two languages. Most of these enthusiasts 

take at least a passing interest in Aboriginal culture, but the majority are 

content with the most accessible and often fanciful information from 

"New Age" sources rooted in modern popular thought rather than 

Aboriginal tradition. Those who seek more accurate and in-depth material 

are often misinformed and/or disappointed. A limited few go to great 

lengths to learn all that they can and interact with traditional owners of 

the instrument. 

Whether it is due to a lack of information or interest, an understanding 

and appreciation of the diversity and specificity of the instrument in its 

Aboriginal visual arts are now firmly accepted as an important part of the 
multicultural contemporary art scene in Australia, no longer valued only for their 
ethnographic significance. The classical music of Arnhem Land awaits similar 
acceptance" (Garde 2001). 



traditional forms has been lacking among worldwide didjeridu players. In 

didjeridus and other aspects of life, these specific culturally-inherited and 

ancestor-prescribed differences are what give Aboriginal clans and 

individuals their identities -- yet this is what modern influences are 

diluting, both in the information dispersed around the world and possibly 

in Aboriginal life itself. A common misconception is that the didjeridu 

has always been pan-Australian. It actually originates from a small area of 

the "Top End,' bounded by Arnhem Land in the Northern Territory and 

the northeastern Kimberleys in Western Australia, followed by Cape York 

in north Queensland (Moyle 1974, 1981, 1981b). Within this region are 

several cultural and linguistic blocs with divergent practices. In most of 

the literature, and to the average well-informed non-Aboriginal didjeridu 

player, the diversity of the instrument within its original boundaries boils 

down to two categories, northeast Arnhem Land and west Arnhem Land 

(Yunupir)u 1997, Corn 1999, Taylor 2002). Some of this literature 

acknowledges, but does not document or discuss further, the fact that 

there are other regions, particularly southeast Arnhem Land, deserving 

their own categories, and that neighboring clans within regions display 

differences (Knopoff 1997, Lim 2000). Furthermore, one clan may have 

several types of didjeridus for different occasions. The word yip'aki has 

been popularized around the world as the one authentic Aboriginal word 

for "didjeridu," but it is in fact only one term used by the Yolr)u clans of 

northeast Arnhem Land, a small region that has an untold number of 

other, more specific names for specific types of didjeridus, such as two 

we will discuss further, Djurjgirriny' for the Gälpu clan and Dhada/al for 

the Gumatj, Madarrpa, Dhalwarju and other Yirritja moiety clans. 



Aboriginal People of the Top End have begun to assert their authority 

over the instrument in recent years, but it is difficult for them to make 

their voices heard over the plethora of more mainstream commercial and 

enthusiast websites that often provide fantastical information which is 

easier for many outsiders to embrace (Corn 1999, Garde et al 2001).2  

At the 1999 Garma Festival, Yolrju elders in consultation with a team 

of academics declared in a "Yidaki Statement," 

".Yolr)u people are concerned that the emergence of a 

global culture and the commercialisation of the Yidaki has the 

potential to separate the Yidaki from its origins in the sacred 

stories which are at the heart of the songs. Ritual leaders of 

northeast Arnhem Land are calling for a new relationship with 

Balanda3  which recognizes the centrality of the Yidaki to the 

Aboriginal groups who by right and tradition have the Yidaki 

as one of the instruments of cultural expression" (Yothu 

Yindi Foundation 1999). 

This project, initiated by an overseas didjeridu enthusiast, has sought to 

foster this new relationship by opening a channel of communication 

between the inside Yolr)u world and the outside world of didjeridu players. 

The first step of course is simply the arrival, in this case, to the 

Aboriginal township of Yirrkala, home to members of many of the Yolqu 

2 According to Corn, "it could be argued that the distinct localised identities of north 
Australian peoples have, to an extent, been subsumed by recent appropriations of the 
instrument by other Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal groups seeking to promote their 
own specific cultural, political and commercial agendas" (Corn 1999), and Garde writes, 
"the didjeridu's new popularity has served to undermine appreciation of the diversity 
of Aboriginal cultures.....(Garde et al 2001). 

3 "Balanda," for Europeans, derives from "Hollander" via Macassan influence. 
4 Read the entire statement at www.garma.telstra.com/yidaki/y_statement.htm.  



clans of northeast Arnhem Land. Many overseas didjeridu fans have come 

to the area for short visits, but few have stayed for significant periods 

with long term goals of assisting Yolr)u to communicate what they wish 

about the yidaki. The annual Garma Festival has created an opening for 

didjeridu enthusiasts with its Yidaki Master Class, but with all the travel 

involved and registration for the festival, this is an expensive proposition 

that only few can take advantage of, and it is only a short time to learn 

many things. Perhaps creating a small group of people every year who 

only have five days to learn in an insulated festival context, but then may 

feel empowered to share their opinions on the whole of Yolr)u life with 

the world, is not the best solution on its own. This project's goal has 

been to go beyond a single event that affects a few individuals over a 

short time, to reach out to a wider public who can not afford to visit 

Arnhem Land and accomplish the goal of the new and more respectful 

relationship described in the Garma Yiaki Statement. 

The original brief was to essentially "learn all that is learnable" about the 

yidaki, to gain a much deeper understanding of the instrument through 

study of the differences among Yolqu clans of northeast Arnhem Land in 

several key categories: clan-specific names and forms of the yidaki, 

mythological accounts of these names and instruments, playing techniques 

utilized, and how Yolr)u believe their instruments differ, in terms of 

voice  and physical characteristics, from those belonging to other clans. 

Documentation of this specificity of the yidaki in one small part of 

Arnhem Land would contribute greatly to general knowledge and perhaps 

serve as a basis from which to demonstrate the depth and significance of 

Yolru knowledge pertaining to the yidaki and its wider context. 

ru 



Work began near Yirrkala with Gälpu clan elder Djalu' Gurruwiwi, the best 

known and historically most open and sharing Yolr)u yiaki master, who 

lived on his Gumatj clan mother land of Gunyar)ara'. Djalu' often speaks 

of his clan's ceremonial connection with people from islands several 

hundred kilometers to the west via the didjeridu and its mythical 

association with the travels of the west wind, BrraI.5  For the Galpu and 

related clans, the epic story of Bärra1  details part of the original spread 

of the yidaki in northern Australia. As such, this was used as a starting 

point for research on stories of the origin of the instrument. 

Djalu' has also often spoken of the differences between proper 

instruments for different Yolr)u clans. It has been said in academia and by 

some didjeridu enthusiasts that clans have customary differences in size 

and shape of the instrument for general and specific occasions (Lim 

2000), but there has been no extended study of the subject. In addition 

to instruments of recent manufacture, there are collections of older 

didjeridus that warrant further documentation. Advantage was taken of 

a few opportunities provided during travel outside of Arnhem Land. 

Instruments in the collections of the National Museum of Australia, the 

Thomson Collection at Museum Victoria, and the collection of Australian 

anthropologist and didjeridu enthusiast Guan Lim were viewed, 

photographed and used alongside field recordings from the mid-twentieth 

century to inspire discourse on diversity in the crafting of instruments and 

how they have changed over time. 

5 The first published version of Djalu' telling this story is on his second instructional CD 
(Gurruwiwi 2003). 
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Much was learned, but the broad goal of learning all that was learnable 

about the yidaki resulted in little progress towards addressing the 

concerns and goals of the Garma Yiaki Statement. The project 

refocused from pure research and documentation to developing practical 

and appropriate public uses of information about the yidaki in 

collaboration with Yolrju stakeholders -- uses which would open 

communication between Yoliju traditional owners and outside didjeridu 

enthusiasts and promote Yolr)u ownership and knowledge of the yidaki. 

Despite the clarity of those involved in the Yiaki Statement, most Yolrju 

who have not traveled and seen it for themselves are unaware of the 

scope and flavour of the worldwide didjeridu scene and therefore do not 

understand how or why to instigate a new relationship with people so far 

removed from Arnhem Land. To facilitate communication between and 

education of both sides, a survey was conducted on the internet to assess 

the level of interest in and knowledge of Yoliju yidaki among active online 

didjeridu players6  and to collect their comments. This information was 

then presented to Yolr)u interviewees, so that they could understand what 

the globalisation and commercialisation of the yidaki has resulted in on a 

personal level. Only then could Yolrju decide what they wanted to share 

about their instrument with these outsiders. 

Two publications have resulted that will be thoroughly discussed in this 

thesis -- an instructional audio CD and a comprehensive website about 

the instrument. These represent a generous sharing of information from 

Yoliju, their side of a new, more respectful dialogue about their 

6 including some of those active on the email listsery studied by Neuenfeldt (1997, 

1997b and 1997c). 



instrument which has spread around the world without their control and 

without understanding of its cultural foundation in Arnhem Land. 



CHAPTER 1 

Yol Nayi Yidakimirrinydja Barrkuwuy? 

Who is this Didjeridu Player from Far Away? 



To place this project in perspective, it is useful to look at my background 

and motivations for engaging in this work. Why would it be beneficial for 

an outsider to come to work in a Yolr)u community to address the issues 

brought up in the 1999 "Yidaki Statement?" Who would this person be? 

As a Southern Californian musician, record label owner and recording 

artist mixing didjeridu with many different instruments and musical 

genres, as well as a teacher of the instrument, I was most certainly a part 

of the globalisation and commercialisation of the yidaki that the Yiaki 

Statement mentions. My own introduction to and history with the 

instrument over the years serves as a good case study of an enthusiastic 

overseas didjeridu player and how interest in the origins can be 

developed. 

Although in retrospect I know that the first time I saw and heard the 

instrument was in the hands of a Yolu player in the American feature 

film "The Right Stuff," the first time I became truly aware of and 

interested in the didjeridu was as a teenaged high school student, 

guitarist, keyboard player and vocalist interested in eclectic music. 

A friend of my mother visited Australia, including a stop in Kuranda, 

a small town near Cairns in north Queensland that started as an 

Aboriginal mission community and has developed into a popular tourist 

destination. It was there that she saw the Tjapukai Dancers and 

purchased their cassette "Proud to be Aborigine" (Tjapukai 1990), which 

included contemporary music with didjeridu as well as didjeridu solos and 

chants with and without didjeridu accompaniment. She returned to 

California and gave the tape to my mother, saying, "Your son is into 



weird music, have him check this out." This serves as the first clue as to 

public perception of the didjeridu as a curiosity and strange sound rather 

than a respected musical tradition. 

While I enjoyed the sounds on the recording and used samples of it in my 

own electronic music, I still knew nothing about the didjeridu -- what it 

looked like, how it was played, where precisely it originated. I only had 

the information that most people start with -- the didjeridu is a musical 

instrument from the Aboriginal People of Australia, and it has a very 

unusual sound. 

I was not to learn more for a few years, until I began studying music at 

the University of California at San Diego (UCSD) in 1993. In a seminar 

entitled "The Unusual in World Music," Professor Edwin Harkins 

demonstrated didjeridu playing on PVC, or plastic plumbing pipe. He 

played recordings both of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal didjeridu music, 

in ceremonial and mixed musical contexts, respectively. 

After this, in June 1993, I began to play on the first suitable item I found 

in my home, a vacuum cleaner tube, and purchased two of the didjeridu 

recordings Dr. Harkins had played, one of Outback, a band featuring an 

American player alongside guitars and percussion, and the second volume 

of "Songs from the Northern Territory," a seminal recording for those 

interested in traditional music with didjeridu, featuring Alice Moyle's 

recordings from 1962-3 (Moyle 1967). I was very interested in the tracks 

from eastern Arnhem Land on the CD, particularly the "mouth sounds" 

used in teaching didjeridu rhythms, as well as the context that didjeridu 

Wei 



is used in, thanks to some recordings of ceremony. 

When it came to influences on my own playing, the relatively austere, 

culturally and linguistically specific Arnhem Land didjeridu styles were too 

hard to relate to. I could not even begin to emulate them, while the 

music of Outback was much more accessible to me. My own playing was 

mostly influenced by that recording and the Tjapukai Dancers as well as 

other musical influences that did not involve didjeridu. Coming from a 

university music department that stressed innovation and "extended 

techniques," I was largely drawn to the instrument as one I could do 

something new on, as I was a bit bored with guitar and keyboards. 

The idea of creating original virtuosic music on an incredibly simple 

instrument, with only my own lungs, tongue and vocal cords as moving 

parts, was very attractive to me, as well as the the notion of the 

attention to be gained from doing something unique in my part of the 

world. The Arnhem Land music I heard was merely a curious sidelight to 

the contemporary development of the instrument I was interested in. 

I did however learn from these recordings that there was an obvious 

difference between this traditional music from Arnhem Land and the 

newer recording from Queensland I had previously heard. 

I soon became uncomfortable with the default educator role inherent in 

playing the didjeridu in any public setting. Whether I chose it or not, I 

was responsible for many people's first exposure to the didjeridu. There 

was a constant expectation that I was either from or had been to 

Australia (although there was no recognition of the difference of having 

been to Sydney or Arnhem Land), and that I would have something to 

10 



say about Aboriginal People. On one hand, I felt it was enough to be a 

contemporary performer on the didjeridu, as my own playing was almost 

entirely unrelated to techniques and contexts from the instrument's 

origins, but instead developed from my own musicality and many diverse 

influences. As time went on, I instead began to feel a responsibility to 

know about what I was unintentionally representing.7  I searched the 

extensive UCSD library and found more recordings but not much written 

information beyond the basics -- definitions of the instrument and basic 

technique, including much discussion of circular breathing, the technique 

by which constant drone and rhythm are maintained. When asking around 

the general public for books about Aboriginal culture, the constant 

referral was to Mutant Messacie Down Under, the infamous novel about 

one woman's alleged journey across Australia with a "wild" tribe of 

Aboriginal People. A few years later I would find that there was in fact 

a collection of works about Arnhem Land culture at the UCSD library to 

rival most universities in Australia, but early on I simply did not know 

what to look for, and may not have been interested in the more serious 

literature if I had found it. 

Meanwhile, I began teaching the instrument from a purely western musical 

perspective and performing with a group I had formed called Didginus, 

mixing didjeridu with instruments from all over the world. Through 

performances around the southwestern United States, including regular 

appearances at an annual didjeridu event in Tucson, Arizona that attracted 

7 Canadian musician Randy Raine-Reusch expresses a similar sentiment, "...when you take 
on an instrument like didj, if you are a responsible human being, you have to learn 
the history, you have to learn the cultural context of the instrument. You must, 
otherwise it's absolutely totally insensitive of you, and unfortunately there are many 
musical thieves who just take an instrument as a toy and throw it in a piece of music 
and don't understand that" (Neuenfeldt 1994). 



several hundred players, I developed a reputation among the small United 

States didjeridu community as one of the country's premier performers 

and teachers. I also had the opportunity to organize concerts and 

workshops for Mark Atkins and Janawirri Yiparrka, contemporary 

Aboriginal didjeridu performers from the western desert, and became 

involved in the worldwide 'didjeridu scene" by participating on a didjeridu 

listserv, or email list, hosted by Mills College in California! 

After 6 years of playing, in 1999, my wife and I were given an opportunity 

to travel to Australia, and through contacts from the listserv, were able 

to arrange a visit to Arnhem Land. I had also begun planning the San 

Diego stop on the second U.S.A. tour of the White Cockatoo Performing 

Group, including the now deceased western Arnhem Land didjeridu master 

David Blanasi. Their visit was scheduled for immediately after my return 

to the United States. I was unfortunately unable to contact the group 

from the road and meet them in western Arnhem Land, but did at least 

take advantage of the tourist visits offered by the Manyallaluk community 

to see some of the country and hear some didjeridu in that area. 

We then proceeded north to Darwin, where we were lucky to meet Djalu' 

Gurruwiwi, the Yolr)u yidaki craftsman best known overseas, whom we 

were hoping to visit in Arnhem Land with the aid of two of our contacts. 

He immediately asked me to play, heard my style and complimented me 

on my strength and rhythm, and then launched into a lesson in his style 

of play. I was left completely befuddled by that first lesson, but was 

game to try more. He invited us to visit his community, which we would 

8 This listsery was discussed by Neuenfeldt (1997, 1997b and 1997c). 
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do after a brief stay in the Yolr)u community of Ramingining. What 

followed was full immersion in the daily life of the small community at 

Gunyaqara', near the mining town of Nhulunbuy on the Gove Peninsula. 

There were several trips to cut and craft yidaki, and lots of playing. 

I brought home a yiaki that I had recorded Djalu' playing for forty 

minutes, so that I could practise his style. As I failed to replicate his 

sound, I knew without any doubt that I, rather than the instrument, was 

to blame for my lack of success. While I expected to be perplexed by 

Djalu!'s playing, what took me aback was my inability to understand the 

playing of even the young boys of Gunyaqaral. All those in America who 

said with a wink before my trip, "you'll probably teach those Aborigines a 

thing or two about didj playing," certainly did not know what they were 

talking about! 

Just after my return to Southern California, the White Cockatoo 

Performing Group arrived to stay at my home for a few days prior to 

weekend workshops and a concert. The Aboriginal experience had 

followed me home, including a master of the different didjeridu style of 

western Arnhem Land who was there to tell me that the recordings and 

instruments I had brought home from northeast Arnhem Land were no 

good, and that I should learn his style instead. 

Before the trip to Australia and White Cockatoo's visit to my home, I was 

of course excited about the chance to meet traditional masters, but did 

not forsee that Aboriginal culture would have much impact on my playing 

style, much less on the course of my life. Now having a context and real 

life experience, the traditional music I had heard before and only taken a 
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passing interest in was the holy grail, the ultimate didjeridu playing style 

to shoot for. I suddenly was passionate to learn everything I could about 

the place and its people, and to return as much as possible in the future. 

The large resources of the UCSD library finally became useful to me as I 

read any historical, anthropological or ethnomusicological works I could 

find about the region I had visited. I still found nothing particularly in 

depth about the didjeridu, but hungrily read everything that was available 

about northeast Arnhem Land, checking out more books from my former 

university library after graduation than I ever had while a student. 

In addition, it became a goal to share what I could about my experiences 

in Arnhem Land in order to inspire greater interest from overseas 

didjeridu enthusiasts, to get them to learn about the origins of the 

instrument and hopefully visit for themselves. I stepped up my presence 

in listservs and internet forums and, inspired by the experience of the 

tightknit Yolr)u community, focused more on my immediate community by 

hosting monthly parties to play and talk about the instrument and watch 

films about Aboriginal Australia, mainly episodes of "The Yirrkala Film 

Project."9  With an Australian friend who had also been to Arnhem Land, 

my wife and I engaged in a grass roots tour of the west coast of the 

United States in 2000, performing and presenting slideshows about our 

time in Arnhem Land to assembled groups of didjeridu players and fans in 

different cities. We also gave the presentation at the first annual Joshua 

Tree International Didgeridoo Festival in the California desert, which was 

attended by several hundred players of the instrument, from amateurs to 

9 This project from Film Australia and director Ian Dunlop resulted in 22 films edited 
from footage shot from the early 1970's until the early 1980's. These films are very 
popular with Yolqu of the Yirrkala area today, and give good insight to outsiders about 
life in northeast Arnhem Land. 
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"professionals." Everywhere we went, we were greeted with great 

enthusiasm and interest about Arnhem Land and Djalul in particular. 

In 2001, in coordination with Djalu"s new business, Rripaqu Yiaki, I 

organized a group trip for 6 Americans to visit Australia, including a week 

in northeast Arnhem Land with Djalu' and family, which included yidaki 

tuition and crafting, song and dance, women's crafts, hunting, and other 

daily activities. The trip was well-received and generated a good deal of 

interest in future excursions. 

At this time, I also began my official academic study of Yolqu culture. 

I contacted Dr. Michael Christie at Northern Territory University (now 

Charles Darwin University) and was fortunate enough to participate in the 

first test run of the online Introduction to Yolqu Languages and Culture 

unit with lecturer Waymamba Gaykamar)u. I then enroled in order to 

continue with the program and complete a Graduate Certificate in 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies. Part of my motivation in 

undertaking this language study was to understand the foreign tongue 

positions, particularly the retroflex, and motions necessary for Yolr)u yidaki 

playing, but a large part was investment in developing better 

understanding and longer term relationships with Yolr)u. 

I continued my own career as a musician and increased my reputation as 

a teacher. I had the advantage over many didjeridu players of being a 

musician first and didjeridu player second, and was keen to share 

techniques to increase the level of musicality among didjeridu players. 

While I could not claim to be an expert and go into any detail, I was able 

to introduce the Arnhem Land styles of play that people were just 
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discovering, alongside the bulk of my work teaching non-traditional styles. 

I created useful exercises that garnered positive reviews for my workshops 

and after many requests developed a teaching CD, which later spawned a 

series. The Your Didjeridu Companion series contains spoken instruction 

and rhythms in different speeds to play along with, the first disc 

introducing the fundamental techniques of flashy non-traditional didjeridu 

playing, and further volumes discussing musical concepts using those 

techniques. To answer the common question, "when do you breathe?" I 

used a microphone by my nose as well as the end of the didjeridu. Both 

the content and teaching technique were very well received and the 

experience proved useful in this project, as we will see later. 

Meanwhile, in 2002, I began to feel the need to live in Arnhem Land for a 

longer period and develop something more meaningful as a result of my 

work with the didjeridu and relationships with Yolr)u people. 
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CHAPTER 2 

This Project 

Nhaltjan Njayi? 

What Did He Do? 



Taking the 1999 Garma "Yiaki Statement" as my inspiration, I applied for 

a Fulbright Postgraduate Fellowship to undertake this project on the 

yidaki as a Master by research program at Charles Darwin University 

(CDU). To gather materials for my Graduate Certificate independent 

research project and meet with Dr. Christie to discuss future plans, I 

attended the 2002 Garma Festival as a volunteer. I spent most of my 

free time during Garma and the following week with Djalu' and his family. 

With the granting of the Fulbright award in early 2003, I began refining 

the fellowship proposal into a research proposal, the "learn all that is 

learnable" plan discussed in the Introduction. I meant to meet every 

Yolrju person I could and ask them about clan-specificity of the yiaki, in 

terms of names, stories, sounds, shapes and playing style, and in so doing 

come up with a thesis that would demonstrate the depth of Yolr)u 

knowledge and ritual significance of the yiaki. This document could 

theoretically inspire the respect asked for in the Garma Yiaki Statement. 

As we will see, plans changed significantly since the original proposals, but 

the fundamental motivation remained the same. This is to, as an overseas 

didjeridu player, respond to the Yiaki Statement and assist Yolr)u in 

cultivating the new relationship of increased respect that they had 

requested. Some frustrating times lay ahead, but everything was good 

progress as long as it was collaboration with Yolr)u to determine what 

they did and did not want to do or say to increase their presence 

in the international didjeridu scene. 

Thanks to a great synchronicity, I was fortunate to receive an offer of 

housing and the opportunity to spend the first half of 2004 volunteering 
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as manager of the yldaki department at Buku-Larrr)gay  Mulka, the 

commumity-owned art centre in the township of Yirrkala. This included 

sales to domestic and international customers, purchasing of instruments 

from local craftsmen, and occasionally assisting Yolr)u in their work in the 

bush. This experience provided both firsthand exposure to hundreds of 

yiaki and the opportunity to work with and for the craftsmen as a 

member of the community rather than simply arriving as yet another 

temporary researcher in the region. Friendships made and trust earned 

through this initial period were crucial to the success of the project. 

Unexpectedly, rather than remaining a short opportunity before moving 

on to full time research, this time as volunteer became precursor to a full 

time appointment as Assistant Coordinator and Yiaki Manager for the art 

centre. All of my further work could then be pursued both for the art 

centre and my outside academic goals. This integration of purposes 

greatly helped in the development of good faith with many informants. 

It also greatly interfered with this project's timeline by locking me into 

full time employment with many responsibilities. A one year full time 

plan stretched into two and a half years of part time study. While this 

delay was discouraging at times, the time spent learning, developing 

relationships and refining goals yielded vastly superior results. 

Phase 1 - Learning all that is Learnable in 10 Months 

I arrived in Arnhem Land at the beginning of February 2004. Those 

active in yiaki making were the first to be approached for project 

participation, followed by elders with authority, when possible. Topics 

outlined as part of the "learn all that is learnable" plan in the Introduction 
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to this thesis were mentioned, but there was no formal interview process. 

Conversation was allowed to flow, in order to see what the true concerns 

and interests of Yolr)u are in relation to the yidaki. Further questioning 

was pursued when appropriate. Some statements from Djalu1  were 

recorded, transcribed and translated, with help from his sister Dhärjgal.1°  

One advantage to working with Buku-Larrrjgay  Mulka from the beginning 

was the opportunity to participate in the 2004 Garma Festival as a 

coordinator of the Yidaki Master Class, which in recent years brought up 

to twenty-seven didjeridu players from around the world to northeast 

Arnhem Land to learn from the aforementioned Djalu' Gurruwiwi as well 

as Milkayrju Munur)gurr, a talented ceremonial yidaki player and the 

original yidaki player with the cross-cultural rock band Yothu Yindi. As I 

came to Arnhem Land to see what Yolr)u owners of the yidaki wanted to 

share with outsiders, it was an invaluable experience to work with these 

two respected players, facilitating the sharing of the yidaki and seeing 

how much they chose to share in this festival context. I already knew 

and had worked with Djalu', but Garma provided good experience with 

Milkayr)u, some of the early steps in a developing friendship and 

collaboration. 

In addition to the normal workings of the five-day class, a forum was 

arranged for a number of Yolqu leaders to present what they wished 

about the importance of the yidaki in their culture. The plan for the 

event included the presentation of a handful of clan-specific yidaki and 

10 The full text of the major statement, also done with the assistance of Waymamba 
Gaykamar)u, is provided as Appendix A to the website produced by this project, at: 
www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/39djalu.html.  
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their stories. To prepare for this event, trips to the bush to craft yidaki 

were conducted with two senior craftsmen during the month before the 

festival. These trips provided the opportunity for discussion ranging from 

the mundane of life and how to drive in the bush to the finer points of 

proper yidaki crafting and playing. The resulting forum greatly influenced 

this project and will be discussed further in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 

Another opportunity to work for and with Milkayr)u was provided by an 

invitation from the Australian-American Fulbright Commission to speak 

and perform at a reception at the Canberra residence of the ambassador 

from the United States of America in October 2004. Although the 

invitation was originally only for me, I suggested that to present my work 

appropriately, I had to present a Yolr)u player who would then present his 

own culture for himself. With the support of the Fulbright Commission, 

Milkayrju came as well. The commission arranged other events including 

the viewing of instruments in the collection of the National Museum, 

a lecture at the museum and an appearance on ABC radio.11  I organized 

a workshop at a didjeridu store in Sydney on the way back. This trip 

involved working with a Yolr)u yidaki expert in the presentation of his 

culture in several settings and gave us time to discuss future 

collaborations related to this study, most importantly the CD Hard 

Tongue Didgeridoo which is detailed in Chapter 5. 

Interestingly, this trip also provided the first opportunity for trouble with 

the research. In the collection of the National Museum of Australia is an 

instrument collected by Professor Ronald Berndt that closely matched one 

11 A soundfile of this radio appearance is archived on the ABC website at 
www.abc.net.au/canberra/stories/s1224056.htm.  
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he had described and shown in his writings (Elkin et al 1950, p 30). 

I excitedly photographed the instrument and brought the image home. 

The day after my return, Gawirrin Gumana, the senior elder of the 

appropriate clan, visited the art centre, so, with encouragement from the 

art centre coordinator, I showed the image to the man and asked if he 

could tell me anything about it. Gawirrin in fact identified the maker as 

his father Birrikitji, but was unwilling to discuss it any further. Later he 

began to ask me questions as to who I was and why I was there, despite 

having met me on a few prior occasions. It seems that my arrival with 

images of his family's sacra finally put me on the map and into the 

suspicions of one of the most senior men of Arnhem Land. This informed 

more care in future sensitive work, which was never again to be done 

without Yolqu assitance and advice. There was no further trouble with 

Gawirrin, and he was proud to have his image and words used as part of 

the website created by this project. 

Despite learning a great deal during the first ten months of my time in 

Yirrkala, I was having difficulty finding a direction for a coherent thesis. 

I had not done the work needed to respond to the Garma Yidaki 

Statement, or rather to elicit further follow-up to the Statement from 

Yolr)u. The idea of revealing sensitive information to a researcher, who 

would in turn pass it on to a nebulous population of outside didjeridu 

players in the outside world in an effort to gain more respect, did not 

engage the interest and energy of many Yolr)u. They needed to be more 

informed about the outside didjeridu world, and needed to make their 

own decisions as to what would be shared in a formal way with outside 

didjeridu enthusiasts, rather than leaving it to me as an academic to filter 
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through everything I could get out of them about their culture. 

Phase 2 - Communication and Collaboration, or; 

"The Didjeridu: From Arnhem Land to Internet to 

Arnhem Land, and then Back to the Internet Again" 

My supervisor, Dr. Michael Christie, suggested at a meeting in December 

2004 that a booklet about yidaki co-authored and endorsed by Yolr)u 

people could be produced and published by Buku-Larrr)gay  Mulka to set 

the record straight from the Yolr)u perspective. This addressed the need 

to speak directly to the wider public rather than create only an academic 

document, but still lacked the necessary element of educating Yolr)u 

about the outside didjeridu world and inspiring their participation. This is 

when I realized that a real, more interactive channel of communication 

needed to be opened. A worldwide community of didjeridu players 

"convenes" on the internet to discuss the instrument without any input 

from traditional owners. With the goal of opening this completely foreign 

virtual world up to Yolr)u, I conducted an online survey of didjeridu 

players in December 2004 and January 2005.12 Questions ranged over a 

variety of subjects, but were designed to guage knowledge of and interest 

in the Yolr)u origins of the yiaki, answer questions Yolr)u collaborators 

had about the use of the didjeridu elsewhere in the world and to elicit 

comments that could be shared with Yolr)u. Yolrju like Dhukal Wirrpanda 

and Milkayrju Munur)gurr were particularly curious about what exactly non-

Aboriginal players were doing with the instrument and what stories they 

had heard about the instrument's origins. The survey was placed on my 

12 The survey questions and responses are provided as an appendix to the website 
created by this project, at www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/42survey.html.  
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own website, www.gingerroot.com, and was announced on didjeridu email 

lists and message boards mostly used by residents of North America and 

western Europe, as well as in private emails to contacts of my own which 

resulted in a few responses from Australia and Japan. One-hundred and 

twenty-seven players responded in a one month period. I compiled basic 

statistics, identified trends and pulled out key quotes to share with Yolr)u 

interviewees, then created a more formal Yolr)u interview process with a 

list of questions (Appendix A) designed to evoke responses to the issues 

raised by the survey responses. In this way, a real communication 

between cultures was created. Yolr)u could better understand the outside 

didjeridu community as individuals with voices and opinions rather than a 

faceless mass, and could better decide what they wanted to share with 

this outside didjeridu community. 

This process facilitated the creation of what began as a draft for a 

booklet and later became the website Yip'akiwuy Dhäwu t41watjqurunyd1a 

(www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu),  a response from the Yolrju of Yirrkala 

and the surrounding Miwatj and Laynha regions to the issues raised by 

worldwide didjeridu players. I began writing this alone as a booklet in 

December 2004 based on my experiences and observations before and 

during the research period, but it only took shape and gained strong 

Yolru input and direction once the survey/interview process began. As it 

progressed, the text and later website were shared with the interviewees 

and any other interested Yolr)u for further direction. This website will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

Some Yolqu, both in these new interviews and my prior research, 
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expressed the opinion that non-Yolrju didjeridu players should not be 

studying Yolrju songs and playing them overseas as they have done in the 

past with field recordings and Djalu"s instructional CDs. Yolr)u songs are 

tied to identity -- identity of clans, individuals, land and ceremony - and 

are clan-owned (Moyle 1967, Keen 1994, Knopoff 1997). Yolr)u can not 

perform songs they do not have a right to, and most extend that rule to 

outsiders, including, as Wukun Wanambi said, "even if it's just a yidaki." 

Rather, it was suggested by many Yolr)u that if outsiders are interested in 

yidaki, they should learn Yolrju playing styles and incorporate those 

techniques into their own music. Young men Gurraramawuy Munyarryun 

and Yarrr)u Gondarra at Dhalinybuy expressed this opinion well when they 

indicated that Yolrju-style is the "proper" way to play the instrument, 

while Yolr)u manikay, or songs, are sacred to Yolr)u people. Djalul himself, 

despite his own CDs which teach Yolr)u songs, always encourages his non-

Yolru students to take what they learn from him and integrate it with 

their own styles. He states in a video clip on the website, "That manikay 

manymak (Yolu song is okay), that belong to my side. But that 

instrument sound belong to white and black." 

Even in ceremonial contexts in northeast Arnhem Land, there is room for 

Yolqu yidaki players to experiment and express their own creativity on 

the instrument in clan songs as well as new music (Knopoff 1997). They 

can innovate to an extent, using the fundamental local techniques of 

yidaki playing, within song structures that they, by kinship and training, 

have a right to play. The suggestion is that the same rules apply to non-

Yolr)u players. Non-Yolr)u players do not have rights or training in Yolru 
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songs, but can use Yolr)u playing techniques alongside any others to 

innovate and express their creativity in their own music. 

To address this issue, Milkayr)u Munur)gurr and I collaborated on Hard 

Tongue Didgeridoo: Exercises in Northeast Arnhem Land Yig'aki Style. 

This CD contains spoken instruction from Milkayr)u and repetitive practice 

rhythms that exercise tongue movements needed for Yolrju yiaki playing, 

accompanied by a detailed booklet with written instructions and diagrams 

of the necessary tongue positions and movements. The CD project was 

begun early in the research period based on a small number of opinions 

and the support of Buku-Larrr)gay Mulka, but the theory behind it 

continued to be supported and elaborated upon by many Yolr)u in the 

later interviews. The creation of and response to the CD is discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

The plans for published outcomes of this project changed radically from 

proposal to completion, but the goal of addressing the Garma Yidaki 

Statement remained. I started as a didjeridu player from the outside 

world biting off more than I could chew, attempting too grand a project. 

I aimed to learn all that was learnable about the yiaki and write an 

information-packed document that would inspire didjeridu fans around the 

world about the instrument's origins, to increase awareness, respect, 

knowledge, and of course instrument sales for the people of Arnhem 

Land. It became clear that the sudden grand gesture was not going to 

happen simply at my request, and that a process needed to be set in 

motion to engage Yolr)u authorities and yiaki practicioners in 

collaborative publications. The survey opened communication and brought 
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the project to the human level rather than a strictly academic or cultural 

level of Yolrju presenting something to a faceless other. The end result is 

grander than initially imagined. Two publications of great pride to Yoliju 

and great interest to the outside didjeridu playing public have been 

created, opening doorways for greater mutual understanding and further 

communication and collaboration. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Laypawuy Yidakimirri Mala 

Yldaki Players from the Other Side 



To further place this project in perspective, it is useful to look briefly at 

the context of the didjeridu overseas, using my experience and contacts 

along with evidence from the didjeridu player survey. Survey questions 

were informed by my experience and various conversations, and further 

clarification and details were provided by the responses. This revealed 

the current level of interest in Yolr)u yiaki and how interest levels have 

changed in recent years. What led to the Yolr)u concerns about the 

commercialisation of the instrument expressed in the "Yiaki Statement?" 

What are the interests and concerns of non-Yolr)u didjeridu players that 

need to be addressed by Yolr)u involved in this project? 

Although many in academia overseas were aware of the instrument13  and 

Roif Harris introduced it to mainstream Australia and England two decades 

before, the didjeridu only started developing its small but passionate and 

continually growing worldwide following in the 1980's. The fad spread 

mainly by word of mouth, mostly to "alternative lifestylers" (Sherwood 

1997) in addition to a few ethnomusicologists, musicians and music 

students like myself. Since the mid-1990's, the instrument has emerged 

more and more into mainstream consciousness. The former calls of "what 

is that thing?" yelled to buskers on the streets of America and Europe 

have now largely turned to, "hey, it's a didjeridu player!" At the first 

didjeridu festival I attended in Arizona in 1996, at least ninety percent of 

the performers and audience would be classified as "hippies" by the 

13 Many anthropologists and ethnomusicologists in Australia had of course written about 
the instrument by the 1970's, but it also had limited attention overseas. Professor 
Stuart Dempster studied the instrument while on a Fulbright Fellowship in Australia in 
1973, and included an appendix about didjeridu technique in his book The Modern 
Trombone (Dempster 1979). Professor Edwin Harkins commented (personal 
communication, 1993) that in the more free form, almost hippy days of the University 
of California at San Diego music department in the early 1970's, several students tried 
the didjeridu alongside other "exotic" and invented instruments. 
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mainstream public. By 2001, the Joshua Tree International Didgeridoo 

Festival in the California desert was attended by all walks of life, from 

hippies to bank managers to retired firefighters.14  Everyone had a 

didjeridu and many were also selling didjeridus constructed of one material 

or another. Reasons for playing the instrument varied. Many seek a 

spirituality in the sound, while many others enjoy the fact that there are 

no set standards for musicianship on the didjeridu. Didjeridu enthusiasts 

often comment that no study or musical skill is required in order to play 

the instrument. Level of interest in Aboriginal culture varies widely, as 

we will see. 

While there were few available when I began playing the instrument in 

the early 1990's, there are now innumerable modern didjeridu recordings 

which inform both contemporary playing styles and players' perceptions of 

authenticity. The first I was exposed to was one of many from the past 

thirty years to be labelled and marketed as "traditional" Aboriginal music 

with didjeridu although it exists in a grey area. While some claims are 

outright fraud, this, like many other recordings, includes Aboriginal People 

who grew up with the didjeridu despite their culture being outside the 

area known to be the home of the instrument a few hundred years ago. 

It is certain that Aboriginal groups in the Top End have used the didjeridu 

much longer and have specific and highly developed styles unlike the 

contemporary playing on these recordings, but today Aboriginal People all 

over the country express themselves as they choose on this instrument 

that they and their fathers grew up with. It is not within the scope of 

14 The diversity of attendees and their perspectives at the 2003 Joshua Tree Didgeridoo 
Festival was documented in the ABC Radio's Street Stories program "Didgeridoos 
Across America" that first aired 6 December 2003. 
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this project to debate how old music must be before it becomes 

"traditional." The issue of these recordings does however demonstrate 

the difficulty for outsiders to learn what didjeridu playing from its places 

of origin sounds like, when there are other more accessible recordings 

from others stating that they are traditional music, and a widespread 

perception that the didjeridu is pan-Australian. It also illustrates the 

difficulty Yolr)u have in communicating their feelings about the instrument 

to the outside world, when there are larger commercial operations 

involving other Aboriginal People in more developed areas that attract 

more attention from tourists and the worldwide marketplace (Corn 1999, 

Garde et al 2001). 

Tastes in didjeridu music throughout the world lean away from traditional 

playing from the Top End. Barry Martin of LA Outback, one of the 

largest American sellers of didjeridus and related accessories such as CDs, 

informed me that: 

Nearly 80 percent of our best selling titles are by non-

aboriginal players doing contemporary rhythms, mostly 

accompanied by other instruments... At first, people will say, 

'I want something traditional- just the didgeridoo played solo.' 

But of course, traditional style means clapsticks and singing 

accompany the instrument, and that's a turn off to most 

laymans' ears (personal communciation, 2006). 

Many find Arnhem Land music harsh and inaccessible, preferring more 

relaxed, droney, "meditative" sounds or more repetitive rhythms 



influenced by contemporary pop and dance music. The song structure is 

too complex and the didjeridu timbre is lacking in the bright harmonics 

that many people find appealing. The songs are also obviously sung in a 

language foreign to the listeners. Modern styles are much preferred.15  

34.6% of survey respondents mentioned at least one traditional Top End 

native in their list of favorite didjeridu players, but this statistic is surely 

inflated by the fact that the survey was only completed by less than one 

hundred and fifty aficianados actively seeking information about the 

instrument in online forums. These people would be far more likely to 

have heard traditional music for the didjeridu than the many thousands of 

tourists who drive the didjeridu industry in Australia. Also, nearly a third 

of these mentioned only the famous Djalu1  Gurruwiwi and his son Larry 

who appears on his father's recordings. A mention of these well known 

players does not represent any further research into traditional origins 

beyond what is common knowledge among the online didjeridu 

community. The 7.9% of respondents who only mentioned traditional 

players seem to be the best informed and most passionate about the 

traditional origins, judging by their responses to other questions. There is 

a definite sense in the didjeridu community, corroborated by our survey 

findings, that there is a small core of people who are keen to learn from 

and support traditional owners of the instrument, another group that is 

keen on the instrument and picks up some information along the way 

and another group that does not care at all about the traditional origins. 

15 Garde et al (2001) support this, "Apart from the music's intellectual and linguistic 

inaccessibility for outsiders, traditional Arnhem Land music (at least to the ears of those 

who ignore it) does not have the 'hip' appeal that is a necessary prerequisite for 

commercial promotion." 
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The importance of acknowledging the origins of the instrument at all was 

in fact debated in the survey responses. There are those who see the 

Aboriginality of the instrument as of paramount importance, such as the 

respondent who declared, "Traditional Instruments are not just musical 

instruments to me but much more an artefact of high cultural 

significance. I do appreciate the sociocultural background of an instrument 

just as much as the playing quality." On the other side, we read, "For me 

it's just an instrument, I love to play it because of the sound, not because 

of it's(sic) tradition" and, "It's a log. I play it. I like it a lot. It isn't any 

more holy or spiritual than a trombone." This most vociferous proponent 

of this view stated in the final free response section; 

I think half of these questions were impossible to answer 

because of the assumptions made about aboriginal origins of 

the didgeridoo in relation to the user's desire to play the 

thing. I don't have to know anything about Italy to play the 

violin or Florence to sculpt in marble. Why must this be so 

simply because of the aboriginal origin of the instrument? 

I like to play it. That's the totality of it. 

In terms of authenticity, didjeridus available from retailers around the 

world reflect similar trends to the recordings. Australian didjeridus can 

always be found, but often little is known about their origins, and most 

come from companies that are now known to manufacture instruments, 

clear cutting forests and drilling holes when necessary (Lim 2000, Taylor 

2002). Recent years have seen increased awareness of these issues as 

well as increased knowledge of individual craftsmen, indigenous and non- 
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indigenous alike, so that the better informed enthusiasts of the 

instrument know how to seek out specific types of didjeridus. Many 

retailers around the world now use separate pages on their websites to 

promote yidaki and other instruments from Arnhem Land separately from 

other didjeridus.16  Mistakes are made, but the concept is a step ahead in 

recognizing individuality and promoting authenticity. Didjeridus made 

from plastic, agave and other materials have always been easily found, and 

have grown from being produced by a handful of known makers in the 

early 1990's to thousands of do-it-yourselfers and businessmen today. 

While it took some time for one Yolr)u craftsman to gain a reputation 

above the rest of the industry, when it finally happened, it opened the 

door for others, and for more discourse about the traditional origins 

among overseas didjeridu players. 

I first heard Djalu' Gurruwiwi's name around 1995. The first other 

didjeridu player I had met since beginning to play had just purchased one 

of the few of his yidaki that had made it into the United States at that 

point. We heard about them, these big instruments that could be run 

over by a truck without being damaged. Indeed, when it arrived, we 

were amazed, as we had never seen anything like it. It was a large, heavy 

tree, at least twice the diameter and four times the weight of my first 

authentic yidaki. While some of Djalu"s smaller instruments did 

occasionally appear, he became known as the maker of large, heavy, 

conical yidaki. 

By the end of the 90's, Djalul had earned a reputation in America and 

16 For a few examples, see www.laoutback.com  (USA), www.thedidgeridooplace.co.uk  
(England) and www.dinkum-j.com  (Japan). 
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Europe as Australia's finest traditional yiaki maker, thanks to the efforts 

of a small number of didjeridu sellers. 87.4% of survey respondents knew 

his name. Many in Australia have credited his international status to the 

success of the cross-cultural, Yolr)u-fronted rock band Yothu Yindi 

(Hayward and Neuenfeldt 1997, Corn 1999, Lim 2000), which primarily 

used his instruments on stage and in the studio at the height of their 

fame, but in fact this seems to have had little impact on the most 

enthusiastic didjeridu players overseas. While 10.2% of respondents, 

mostly in Europe and Australia, indicated that Yothu Yindi influenced 

them to start playing didjeridu, a larger 15% did not even know who the 

band was at the time of the survey. It is however true that some of 

the key didjeridu sellers who later promoted DjaIu1 's instruments were 

influenced by Yothu Yindi at their peak, so there was in fact a trickle-

down if not direct effect on the didjeridu buying public. It is interesting 

however that the commercial activities of didjeridu businessmen resulted 

in the growth of interest in Yolr)u yidaki more than the activities of the 

Yolr)u who fronted the band. 

This was the beginning of popular interest in Yolr)u yiaki in the 

worldwide didjeridu scene.17  At the same time, the White Cockatoo 

Performing Group featuring "Didjeridu Master" David Blanasi from western 

Arnhem Land began touring Europe and America, thereby introducing 

another traditional style, as well as spreading awareness of the differences 

between eastern and western Arnhem Land instruments and playing styles. 

1999 saw the first public Garma Festival and accompanying Yiaki Master 

17 not to diminish the few individuals who had long had an interest in the tradition, but 

were not involved in "the scene." 
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Class in northeast Arnhem Land. This became very well known in 

subsequent years as the way to get into Arnhem Land, learn from Djalu' 

and experience Yoliju culture. For didjeridu enthusiasts who were 

interested in Djalu! and Yolr)u yidaki playing, Garma became the dream 

holiday. For fans of Blanasi and the western Arnhem styles, a Swedish 

didjeridu player began to organize group visits to his home of Wugularr, 

a small community at the southwestern edge of Arnhem Land. 

I returned from my first visit to Arnhem Land as Djalu"s popularity 

reached new heights in the United States, but it was apparent that an 

understanding of his playing style was missing. Since most of the 

instruments available when I started playing in 1993 were relatively 

straight and humble in size, Djalu's  generally longer, more conical, heavier 

yidaki, sometimes with "bells," or ends with exaggerated flares, had quite 

an impact. A "bigger is better" philosophy spread among many didjeridu 

players, demonstrated by a trend towards larger instruments across the 

whole industry (Lim 2000). But Djalu!'s yidaki were crafted that way 

specifically to meet the needs of his and his clan's playing style. His 

instruments and those inspired by him were loved by many for the more 

dramatic look, and the loud volume and strong bass response, but the 

instruments were played without the subtle style that they were made 

for. Hence a huge demand had developed for a product not understood 

and used as intended. It is not that everyone should play exactly like 

Djalu' does, and he himself would not ask that, as much as he is pleased 

to hear those few who can approximate his style. It is however 

interesting that the authentic became so desired without understanding of 

its reason for being. It also became popular thought that all instruments 
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from northeast Arnhem Land, and indeed all traditionally crafted 

instruments from Australia, should be of that exaggerated size and shape, 

or they were somehow inauthentic or of lesser quality. 

The late 1990's would also correspond to the worldwide popularization of 

the word yip'aki as the one and only true Aboriginal name for the 

didjeridu, despite the word's limitation in usage to the Yolrju of northeast 

Arnhem Land who have their own specific forms of the didjeridu. Some 

people overseas began calling their didjeridus yidaki, out of "respect" for 

the origins of the instrument, whether it was made of eucalyptus, PVC or 

any other material. CDs were released using the name, and bands and 

individuals incorporated the word into their names. Except for the few 

individuals who had visited Arnhem Land and knew better than to 

appropriate the word for their own uses, these didjeridu players were 

mispronouncing the word due to a lack of knowledge of Yolr)u languages. 

I witnessed one example of Aboriginal People from western Arnhem Land 

being upset by the popularisation of the word, when one of their 

workshops in the U.S.A. was advertised as a "Yidaki Master Class." This 

lead to further discussion revealing tension over the ownership of the 

didjeridu between Aboriginal groups, in fact largely inspired by the recent 

release of the Garma Yidaki Statement. Clearly, this was an issue to be 

addressed with care, and this has informed the work on this project, to 

make clear in all our publications that they only represent the views of 

individuals from the clans of far northeast Arnhem Land, and that there 

are other groups that own and have long histories with their own forms 

of the didjeridu. 
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After a few years in the spotlight, the interest in yidaki among European 

and American didjeridu players has trailed off in recent years. A primary 

reason is the "Do-It-Yourself" mentality that seems common in those 

drawn to the didjeridu, and that has produced instruments from many 

different materials, from the flowering agave plant to recycled beer cans. 

A German reseller of Buku-Larrr)gay Mulka's yidaki who had seen his 

business decline commented that, "German engineering is the enemy of 

Yolr)u yidaki" (Markus Meurer, personal communication, 2006). This 

attitude spills over to playing styles as well. The widespread opinion is 

that the didjeridu is an instrument that anyone can play in any way they 

want, and that it will help you to naturally find your own voice on it. To 

quote a t-shirt that was printed and quickly sold out by a didjeridu fan in 

the U.S.A., the preference of most players is to "Just Du It," rather than 

to spend too much time thinking and learning about the instrument. 

Particularly competing with Yolqu yidaki in Europe and the United States 

are "split-and-hollow" didjeridus. As implied by the name, these are 

trunks or branches of various trees that have been split, hollowed with 

power tools, and then sealed back together. Many of these are inspired 

by the shapes and sounds of Yolr)u yidaki, but are seen by many overseas 

customers as of more consistent quality, and less likely to crack over time 

due to thorough curing and sealing of the wood. Hence many players 

who previously would have purchased yidaki from Arnhem Land and played 

them without their intended style could now have instruments made to 

their specifications. Especially with the lack of understanding of Yolrju 

playing styles, it makes sense to create alternative instruments that are 

customized to different standards than those of Yolr)u players. One 



American commercial craftsman of such instruments who also sells Yolrju 

yidaki has commented on a change over the past few years, from a 

demand exclusively for traditional instruments to a difficulty for him to 

sell that stock while demand increases for his own instruments (Ben Hicks, 

personal communication, 2005). 

The survey results display this trend. When asked what they think about 

Yolr)u yidaki versus split-and-hollow didjeridus, 56% of the respondents 

selected the choice "I judge each didjeridu separately based on sound, 

not its origin." Surprisingly, only one person stated that they prefer 

non-Yolrju yidaki as a rule, which is a good sign for Yolr)u yidaki makers. 

29.1% did say they prefer Yolqu yidaki, and another 11% said they would 

prefer yidaki, but do not trust they will always get a good one. There is 

much debate on this topic in internet didjeridu forums, with some people 

viciously attacking Yolr)u yidaki as of poor quality and prone to cracking.18  

There is of course some truth to this, particularly in the case of cheaper 

yidaki, but it also comes down to standards and cultural ideals of value 

and permanence. Yolr)u play whatever yidaki is available when it is 

necessary, and will fix any damage without regard for preserving 

appearances. For non-Yolr)u didjeridu players who want value for their 

dollar and believe that a musical instrument needs to be kept in its 

original state without any need for maintenance, the thoroughly 

woodworked and sealed inauthentic instruments are in fact a logical 

option. This can only be countered by promoting and proving the 

benefits of authentic instruments, as well as promoting awareness of 

and interest in the culture. 

18 Unfortunately, the internet is too flexible a medium - the best example of this was 
removed by the author from www.didgeplaceforum.co.uk/forum.  
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The 2003 Joshua Tree International Didgeridoo Festival saw the presence 

and active participation of Djalul Gurruwiwi and two members of his 

family, who were warmly received and made quite an impact with a 

performance, workshops, and the leading of Yolrju ceremony on the last 

day, but were unable to sell out the small selection of instruments they 

brought with them. In previous years, yiaki with Djalu!'s name were 

quickly sold at twice the price. 

Budgetary concerns were most likely foremost in the lineup, but there 

were a number of festival participants who lamented the lack of Yolr)u 

presence, or even acknowledgement, at the 2004 and 2005 festivals. 

Comments were made on the lack of authentic yiaki both for sale and 

onstage. A post on the Mills College-hosted didjeridu listsery called a 

performance by an American player who had recently visited northeast 

Arnhem Land the closest thing to authenticity amidst a lineup that also 

included a contemporary performer with some Aboriginal heritage. After 

years of much higher attendance, the 2006 Garma Festival Yidaki Master 

Class drew only five students. 

The prevailing attitude is the one I began with, that being a 

contemporary didjeridu performer or teacher does not necessitate 

investigation of the instrument's origins. It is easier to simply pick up a 

few facts second hand and then claim a respect for Aboriginal People. 

Particularly in Europe and America, the didjeridu is detached from cultural 

origins and seen as an open-ended instrument of self-expression rather 

than a classical instrument with a long tradition. Pros and cons of this 

attitude have been hotly debated in online forums for years, and will 
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likely be for many more without any worldwide consensus. 

Whether all of this is good or bad is a matter of opinion. It could be 

argued that those didjeridu players with no regard for the instrument's 

origins will do less harm than those "traditionalists" who try to impose 

upon or speak on behalf of the traditional owners. Perhaps letting non-

Yolr)u players go their own way would help to preserve the sanctity of 

the didjeridu at its places of origin better than trying to spread and 

possibly diffuse the "truth" of the instrument and its power. Nonetheless, 

the unanimous opinion of my Yolr)u collaborators supports the Garma 

Yidaki Statement and its call for increased awareness and respect for the 

yidaki and its origins. Hopefully this project's publications, detailed in the 

following two chapters, will help trends to swing again, not to a future 

where all didjeridus are crafted in Arnhem Land and all players play in an 

Arnhem Land style, as it is far too late for that, but towards one where 

interested players have a better background based on the true cultural 

foundation of the instrument, have met and heard a traditional player 

and can begin to understand a bit more about the piece of wood -- or 

even plastic -- they hold to their lips and what it means to a culture 

across the world. 

It is worth mentioning as an aside to this discussion primarily of Europe 

and the United States that Japan's didjeridu scene is a hotbed of interest 

in Yolr)u culture. More yidaki from Yirrkala have been sold to resellers in 

Japan in 2004 through 2006 than to any other entire continent. More 

didjeridu players have visited northeast Arnhem Land from Japan than 

from any other part of the world, and Japan is the only country to boast 
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performances by Arnhem Land groups at their largest didjeridu events 

every year since 2002. This would need to be studied further, but it has 

been theorized (Jeremy Cloake, personal communication, 2004) that the 

Japanese way of life instills a respect for tradition unlike that in other 

cultures whose members have taken up the didjeridu. A diplomat from 

the United States Embassy in Tokyo showed no surprise at my story of 

traditional didjeridu clubs and events in Japan, commenting that there is 

an obsessive club for every minute tradition the world has created, from 

didjeridu to several hundred year old stitching techniques from individual 

European cities. Japanese didjeridu seller, event organizer and activist 

Naoki Nishigori confirmed all of this (personal communication, 2006), and 

stated that inexpensive bamboo or plastic beginner didjeridus are the only 

ones made commercially in Japan, and that the "split-and-hollow" method 

is unheard of, although one didjeridu made of several slats of wood was 

gifted to Djalu' in 2005 and has been used in Yolru ceremony. Players in 

Japan demand "the real thing," for most meaning Australian eucalypts 

made by Aboriginal People, and for some meaning instruments from 

Arnhem Land. Authenticity is highly valued, with Aboriginal origins a 

primary reason for any Japanese player's interest in the instrument. 

While the primary aim of this project is to create materials to educate 

and promote interest in traditional origins of the didjeridu where this 

interest is waning, the publications also provide good firsthand information 

that the traditionalist Japanese players are showing great hunger for. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Yidakiwuy Dhäwu Miwatjurunydja www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu  

and the non- Yoltju Didjeridu Player Survey as Dialogue 



Now that we have seen my personal history with the didjeridu, an 

overview of this project's process and aims and a brief characterization of 

the worldwide didjeridu scene, we can look at the two publications that 

have been prepared in collaboration with Yolr)u as messages from the 

yidaki's origin to the didjeridu players of the world. In this chapter, we 

will discuss the origins and development of the website YiQ'akiwuy Dhäwu 

Miwatjrjurunydja (Didjeridu Story from Far Northeast Arnhem Land), 

including how results of the non-Yolr)u Dideridu Player Survey informed 

the content. 
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Figure 4A: Screenshot of the website index 

As previously mentioned, this project initially aimed for one written 

document, an "all that is learnable about yiaki" thesis for academic 

purposes that might also be shared with the worldwide didjeridu 

community. Through the first ten months, it proved difficult to conceive 
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of one coherent document. Would the thesis be about the stories and 

sacred forms of yiaki? About the languages used to tell stories? About 

the process of research? Did Yolrju really want to share with the wider 

public the stories that I had been learning on a personal face-to-face basis 

while living in Arnhem Land? No one angle seemed to make sense for a 

thesis project for academic reasons, but more importantly, none seemed 

to be addressing Yoliju concerns and wishes. Fundamentally, the aim from 

the beginning was to help Yolr)u communicate their depth of feeling 

about yidaki with the outside didjeridu world. 

Finding a Direction and Choosing a Medium 

At a December 2004 meeting with my supervisor, the idea was born for 

a booklet to be produced at Buku-Larrr)gay  Mulka, with this thesis as the 

documentation of the motivations for and process of its creation. This 

booklet later evolved into a website for several reasons. One was the 

flexibility and impermanence of the medium. Yolr)u concerns and desires 

for sharing of knowledge can change, and Yolr)u may wish to remove 

images and recordings of deceased individuals. A website can change 

without the difficulties of reprintings and worries about extant copies 

of a first printing. 

A website also opened up the possibility of multi-media content. Since 

this project is about a musical instrument and its context, perhaps it 

would be beneficial for the audience to see and hear it! Multi-media also 

fits in well with the sharing of knowledge from traditional owners of an 

oral culture as it allows Yolrju to appear in video and audio clips speaking 
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for themselves rather than leaving me to write for their approval. Video 

and audio also serve to introduce genuine personality of individual Yolru, 

whereas text-only attempts to represent a whole culture tend to produce 

cold, impersonal and imperious statements -- see the Garma Yidaki 

Statement, for one. 

Lastly, the internet is where many of the most enthusiastic and 

information-hungry of worldwide fans of the instrument "congregate" and 

share information. Many websites exist about the didjeridu, some of 

which host forums, blogs or email listservs. As of this writing, a 

google.com  search for "didjeridu" yields three-hundred and fifty-four 

thousand results. To find one owned by an Aboriginal Person from the 

origins of the instrument, one needs to page through to result number 

three-hundred and twenty-five, Djalu' Gurruwiwi's djalu.com. If the results 

for "didjeridu" are not enough, a search for the more common 

"didgeridoo" spelling rewards the websurfer with one-million, nine-hundred 

and fifty-thousand websites, with no traditional owners of the instrument 

represented in the top five-hundred. A search for "yidaki," however, gives 

the Garma website at number four and Buku-Larrrjgay Mulka's yiaki index 

at number six of one-hundred and eighty-thousand.19  With this new site 

developed in collaboration with Buku-Larrr)gay Mulka and posted as part 

of its website, Yolr)u would finally have a site that they collectively own, 

telling their story about the yiaki directly to those outsiders who talk 

about it the most. It will easily reach those who search the web for 

"yidaki," and work can be done to attempt to raise its profile in other 

search results. 

19 However, the number one result is yidaki.com. a California business that sells no 
instruments from northeast Arnhem Land. 
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As we will see, it is impossible to tell one story about the yidaki that 

represents all perspectives. The challenge in creating one website as a 

statement about the yiaki from the local Yolrju perpsective is in finding 

balance and presenting the closest thing possible to consensus, while not 

showing preference to any clans or individuals, despite the fact that some 

individuals are more keen to contribute than others. The website needs 

to be informative without giving so much away as to cause dissension 

among Yolr)u, and needs to acknowledge any potential controversy. It 

needs to have information to answer common questions from the non-

Yolrju didjeridu world, both for those new to learning about the 

traditional origins of the didjeridu and those who have already learned 

some and are hungry for more depth. It needs to follow the model of 

the Garma Yiaki Statement in terms of showing both an openness to 

outsiders and an assertiveness about traditional ownership. 

Beginning the Dialogue from the Outside: 

The Online Didjeridu Player Survey 

Early in the project, I was attempting to coax statements from Yolr)u to 

a faceless and voiceless external population, based on my knowledge of 

worldwide didjeridu trends. The survey, conducted between mid-

December 2004 and mid-January 2005, provided specific statistics and 

statements that were shared with Yolrju interviewees to provide the 

context for a real communication. Responses were sought from my own 

contact list which included didjeridu players on four continents, a North 

American-hosted didjeridu email Iistsery (didjeridu@eartha.mills.edu),  and 

an English didjeridu discussion board (www.didgeplaceforum.co.uk/forum).  
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Both of these forums reach many players outside their home countries. 

Questions and response data are provided as an Appendix to the website 

at www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/42survey.html.  

One hundred and twenty-seven responses were received, representing 

North America, Western Europe, Asia and Australia. This is a small 

percentage of the didjeridu owners around the world, considering an 

estimate of 23,520 didjeridus sold in the Northern Territory alone in 2001 

(Taylor 2002), but is a good representation of the initial target audience 

for a publication about yidaki. These one hundred and twenty-seven 

respondents represent not just the average tourists who buy a didjeridu as 

a decorative item, but those who become enthusiasts of the instrument 

and actively seek out information and discussions about the instrument. 

Online discussion forums are breeding grounds for misinformation 

alongside bits of correct information -- one person hears a myth, passes 

it on, and over the years it changes and its origins are forgotten. 

Therefore, these forums are primary targets for the sharing of correct 

information from the Yolu perspective and as many as possible will be 

notified of the release of the website. 

Most importantly, the responses represent the spectrum of didjeridu 

enthusiast opinion. Some respondents were interested in the Aboriginal 

origins and had a good basic understanding, while others were fanatical 

about the origins but seemed to have fanciful ideas about them. Some 

had little interest in Aboriginal culture but at least understood that they 

had appropriated something from it. Still others seemed offended at the 

suggestion that they might have an interest in Aboriginal culture because 
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they played the didjeridu. The only common didjeridu owner opinion not 

represented was that of the tourist who bought an instrument merely to 

hang on a wall or lean in a corner, but even this was hinted at by one 

player's comment that "'authentic' appearance is important." It was 

perhaps a simple oversight by the writer to mention appearance instead 

of actual authenticity, but this statement is complemented by others 

suggesting that Yolru yidaki are art or cultural artifacts, as opposed to 

other didjeridus that are solely musical instruments. 

Evoking the Yoliju Response: The New Interview Process 

The survey responses, once collected and analyzed, provided direction and 

reinvigorated my process of interviewing Yolr)u. Previously, I had been 

allowing my time with Yolr)u to be unstructured, letting conversation and 

events flow, in an effort to discover what Yolr)u wanted to share with 

outsiders naturally rather than forcing the issue. I created a new, more 

formal interview (Appendix A) to address issues raised in the survey 

responses and expanded interviews beyond people known as yidaki 

crafters and players (see Appendix D for a complete list of interviewees 

and collaborators). Excerpts from survey comments were used in 

interviews to explain outsiders' views and evoke responses to the 

questions. I began writing draft text of a yidaki booklet in December 

2004 with all of my experiences and the survey responses in mind as 

interviews in the new format were slowly beginning. 

Most of the interviews were conducted in the last few months of 2005 

and early 2006, including one with Djalul after his New Year's Day! 
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Birthday feast. Key interviews that produced statements and media for 

the website were conducted in Yirrkala separately with Djalu' Gurruwiwi, 

Wukun Wanambi, Dhakuwal Yunupir)u, Badikupa Gurruwiwi, Djambawa 

Marawili, Dhuka! Wirrpanda, Burrrjupurrrju Wunuqmurra, Milkayr)u 

Munur)gurr, Banduk Marika and Merrkiyawuy Ganambarr, at Gunyar)ara' 

with Djalu' and Dhär)gal Gurruwiwi, and in small groups on two trips to 

Dhalinybuy with Bawurr, Buwathay, Mirrwatr)a and Gurraramawuy 

Munyarryun, Yarrr)u and Lirrpiritj Gondarra and Nor]u  Ganambarr. Several 

other Yolr)u looked at the work in progress and made comments without 

participating in formal interviews, particularly Djakapurra Munyarryun, 

Nalkuma Burarrwar)a and Witiyana Marika. 

Linguistic and Technical Considerations for the Website 

Yolrju languages contain sounds that are not familiar to many people of 

the world, particularly the English speakers targeted by our website, and 

are written with a particular orthography neccesary to maintain proper 

pronunciation and meaning. Milkayr)u Munuqgurr and I, the first two 

involved in producing the website, took it for granted that Yolr)u words 

would be written in this way to provide some education on Yolr)u 

languages and to force the issue of deferring to Yolrju authority and 

knowledge. Support for this method was unanimous among further Yoliju 

collaborators. Evidence from online forums and personal contact indicates 

that many non-Yolrju didjeridu players are happy to gain a few language 

skills. Readers are instructed on the set up page to download and install 

Charles Darwin University's Yolr]u font. While it makes the website less 

user friendly, it is not much to ask in exchange for the wealth of material 
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being shared. The website is a presentation of YoIr)u material, as 

correctly written as possible, for those who wish to show respect and gain 

more understanding of Yolr)u culture. Yolr)u interviewees did however 

agree to primarily use English on camera in order to speak directly to the 

public rather than through translation. 

The setup page also contains additional notes about software required. 

In creating the website, I found myself learning about imbedding files in 

Flash and Quicktime, and how to use JavaScript for pop-up windows. 

This slowed progress considerably at a few points, necessitated some 

repeated work along the way and almost made me regret not sticking 

with a printed booklet, but the results are satisfying. 

The Yoliju Response 

From here, we will examine individual sections of the website that 

warrant discussion on how and why they were created. Fundamentally, 

the entire website is a response to the survey. Most of the early pages 

are general information deemed necessary by Yolr)u to clarify 

misconceptions and emphasize a solid foundation of knowledge of the 

yidaki and its larger context of Yolr)u life and law. Later sections are 

direct responses to potentially controversial issues raised by the survey 

respondents. Some of these involved careful negotiations and difficult 

decisions on how much to share and how to edit responses from Yolrju 

interviewees. 

Subheadings to the left in the following pages correspond to parts of the 
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website, and are presented here in the same order. These thesis pages 

are meant to be read after or concurrently with their corresponding 

webpages. Some parts of the website which are self-explanatory are not 

discussed in detail here. The complete table of contents for the website 

is provided in Appendix B, as well as on the website's main index at 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu.  

Who are the Yo/u? 

www.yirrkala.com/yic/aki/dhawu/O3whoyolngu.html  

One flaw in the survey that was quickly revealed by the responses was 

the lack of definition of Yolngu or the traditional origins of the didjeridu. 

Several respondents did not in fact know who the Yolr)u are or where 

northeast Arnhem Land is, which invalidates responses on several points, 

such as how many didjeridus owned are crafted by Yolr)u and how many 

players are attempting to learn Yolr)u playing styles. I believe the goals 

of the survey were achieved, all the same. It was not meant to provide 

a complete scientific analysis of the didjeridu market, but to identify 

trends and collect opinions from non-Aboriginal didjeridu players to share 

with Yolrju, and in this regard was successful. 

To address the surprising number of survey respondents who were 

confused by the term, and to provide well-rounded background 

information for everyone, Yoliju needed to be defined up front. Rather 

than reinvent the wheel, I sought permission from Charles Darwin 

University's Yolrju Studies faculty to use excerpts from their teaching 

materials. The "Who are the Yolrju?" section begins with text from 
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"Study Notes - Yolqu Languages and Culture: Gupapuyqu" (Christie 2000) 

and is supplemented by more yidaki-specific information written for this 

website. Included is a list of active Yolrju yidaki makers, players and 

artists from the region who may be known to non-Yolrju didjeridu players. 

Many of these Yolrju were mentioned by survey respondents when asked 

to name their favorite players or Yolrju yidaki makers, but many non-Yolr)u 

were mentioned as well. This list is intended as a correction to any 

misconceptions demonstrated in the survey responses about who is and is 

not from the Yolrju cultural bloc and also serves as an introduction to 

Yolr)u as specific individual personalities rather than a culture as a whole. 

We/comes by Dja/u' Gurruwiwi and Milkayrju Munuijgurr 

www.yirrkala.com/Y~~/~dak/~~`/d`hawu/0`4dja/u.htm/ 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/O5mi/kay.htm/  

The welcomes further the goal of portraying Yolr)u personalities and act 

as keynote addresses for the website. Djalu!'s is excerpted from a 

recording made at the 2002 Garma Festival which I had worked on 

translating on and off since then, with the assistance of Waymamba 

Gaykamar)u from Charles Darwin University and Djalu"s sister Dhär)gal 

Gurruwiwi (provided in its entirety in Appendix A of the website). 

Djalul was pleased with the selection and very happy for it to serve as his 

welcome. Milkayr)u Munur)gurr, chosen as the other key figure of Yolrju 

yidaki known to the outside world, thanks to the band Yothu Yindi, his 

teaching at the Garma Festival, a few solo overseas trips and now his 

instructional CD to be detailed in the next chapter, recorded a new 

welcome specifically for this website. While Djalul speaks poetically in his 
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own language, Milkayr)u, as the younger and perhaps "hipper" well known 

yidaki personality, speaks more directly to the didjeridu playing public in 

English. 

Basic In formation 

www.yirrkala.com/Y~~/~dak/~~`/dhawu/06whatis.htm/ 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/07wherefrom.htm- 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/O8howmade. html 

www.yirrkala.com/Y~~/~dak/~~`/d`hawu/09howmade2.htm/ 

The following "Basic Information" section is mostly self-explanatory, 

providing background about the didjeridu as a whole, and its Yolr)u 

manifestation as the yidaki as it is distinctive. Some of this is not 

necessary for many survey respondents, but needed to be included for 

completeness and the benefit of those new to the instrument. 

The only difficult decisions in this section involved "Where does the 

didjeridu/yidaki come from?" While the map shown of "traditional" 

origins of the instrument, or at least the locations where it was used at 

the time of European contact, is widely accepted, there are some 

individuals in Queensland, the central desert and even southern Victoria 

who have disputed this in private conversation with me and in emails to 

Buku-Larrr)gay Mulka. Yolrju feel very strongly about the ownership of the 

didjeridu -- as a whole, not just their own yidaki -- by the various groups 

from the Top End of the Northern Territory, yet most do not wish to 

seek conflict with those who disagree. As such, it was decided to choose 

statements for inclusion in the website that stressed the feeling of 
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ownership of the instrument without being too aggressive and alienating. 

Some Yolr)u interviewed, such as Watjuku Gurruwiwi, insisted that 

didjeridu making should be left only to traditional owners from the Top 

End, and that any other Aboriginal People who make didjeridus are 

stealing. Others like Burrr)upurrr)u Wunurjmurra and Dhukal Wirrpanda felt 

that anyone can do whatever they like with trees that come from their 

own land. In order to keep the strength of the statement of ownership 

while still maintaining a bit of the openness, two short statements were 

selected to represent Yolr)u opinion. First is Djambawa Marawili's video 

clip in which he compares the boomerang percussion of desert areas to 

the didjeridu, suggesting that the current use of the didjeridu is a 

substitution in tools but not a fundamental change in culture. Finishing 

the page is a brief excerpt from a longer and more contentious statement 

made by Galarrwuy Yunupirju at the 2004 Garma Yiaki Forum, removing 

some specifics such as names of places that do not own the didjeridu, but 

perhaps increasing the punch of the statement by editing it down to the 

straightforward, "Yidaki has never been a national instrument and never 

will be." So far, the Yolrju response has been approval for this tactic. 

Playing the Didjeridu/Yidaki 

www.yirrkala.com/Y~~/~~dak/~~`/d`hawu/lOp/ayintro.htm/ and following pages 

Well over half of the survey respondents expressed an interest in playing 

Yolr)u yidaki styles, and many Yolr)u are happy to share them. The pages 

on yiaki/didjeridu playing are not meant to be comprehensive, but a 

quick introduction to the ways Yolr)u yiaki playing differs from other 

styles of didjeridu playing that are heard more often around Australia and 
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the world. As such, it is broken up into pages based on the fundamental 

components of all styles of didjeridu playing, with notes as to how Yolr)u 

playing differs, in terms of that specific component, be it use of the 

tongue, voice, or any other technique. Sound clips and illustrations here 

come mainly from the CD I-lard Tongue Didgeridoo (see Chapter 5), 

supplemented by recordings of Djalu' and his son Winiwini, video clips of 

various Yolr)u players who were keen to participate and a new multitrack 

recording of Milkayr)u both singing and playing a Gudurrku, or Brolga, 

song. Most of the written material is a further result of collaborations 

with Milkayr)u on the CD, as well as further discussions with Milkayr)u, 

Djaluf and other interested Yolr)u. References are made to Hard Tongue 

Didgeridoo and Djalu"s instructional CDs so that those readers with an 

interest in going further with Yolr)u yidaki playing can do so. 

Yo/rju Rom (Law and Culture) 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/19rom.html  

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/20dhuwayfrritja.html  

www.yfrrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/21yothuyindi.html  

The Introduction to Rom and pages on "Dhuwa and Yirritja" and "Yothu-

Yindi" again borrow from and expand on CDU's Yolrju Language & Culture 

program materials. These sections were deemed very important by Yolr)u 

collaborators, although they are about a lot more than yidaki as a simple 

musical instrument. If the goal is to inspire increased respect for Yolr)u 

yidaki, the instrument needs to be placed in a cultural context. On its 

own, without connections to clans, moieties and laws, it is a physical 

object that can be used for recreation. It is only within context of ritual 
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links and obligations that it has deep meaning to be respected. As 

Djambawa indicated in his interview, yidaki is played at the right time, 

when necessary for ceremony, not just any time. It is an integral part of 

the whole complex of Yolrju ritual life, with singing, dancing and art. 

Yolr)u kinship entwined in and defined by the concepts of "Dhuwa and 

Yirritja" and "Yothu-Yindi" specifically determines an individual's role in all 

of this, be it owner or custodian. Yidaki can not exist without this 

complex of concepts. 

On a simpler level, this section also serves to flesh out some terms that 

have appeared in the outside didjeridu world but are not fully understood. 

Over a third of the survey respondents claimed to know the terms Dhuwa 

and Yirritja, but further survey responses, my own conversations with 

players and observation of websites, indicate that there is only a simple 

widespread perception that "Dhuwa yidaki are bigger and deeper than the 

small Yirritja yidaki." There is little understanding of the larger meanings 

of the terms, or whether the seemingly simple statement about yidaki can 

be taken at face value. Likewise, the related term Yothu-Yindi is known 

to many as the name of a band, but not as the fundamental concept of 

Yolr)u culture that it is (Yunupingu 1994 p1). Although Yolrju kinship and 

all accompanying law can not be covered in depth in a website, a hint at 

the depth of Yolqu law and responsibilities should serve to suggest the 

need for awareness and respect to outsiders, and hopefully to spark their 

interest in deeper study and contact with Yolrju people. 
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Dhuwa and Yirritja Yldaki 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/22yidakimoiety.html  

Once these concepts are defined for the readers, yidaki can then be 

placed in context with them. This and the following two pages were 

some of the more difficult to write, considering the need to respectfully 

present the range of opinions from Yolrju, and the impossibility of finding 

"correct answers" about specific forms of yidaki. The first few paragraphs 

simply address the above generalisation about Yirritja versus Dhuwa yidaki 

by quickly acknow'edging and questioning it. As stated in the second 

paragraph on the page, the widespread story is likely due to Djalu"s many 

visitors who have heard and passed on his comparisons of his big, deep 

Dhuwa Galpu clan yidaki called Djurjgirriny' and his Yirritja Gumatj mother 

clan's small, higher-pitched Dhadalal. Djalu' does however also tell some 

visitors about two short, high-pitched Dhuwa instruments, the Marrakulu 

and Marrarju clans' Dhumar, related to honey bees,2°  and Dhuduthudu, the 

N aymil and Dätiwuy clans' instrument named after the tawny frog mouth 

owl. The latter is mentioned in the video clip of Baikupa on this page, 

wherein he states that some Yirritja yidaki are long, and his Dhuwa 

N aymil mother's mother's clan's is short. Wukun, in his video clip, 

mentions the Yirritja Gupapuyr)u clan's deep yidaki, heard at the 2004 

Garma Festival played by a visiting group from Ramingining and 

Milingimbi. These two video clips quickly and without fuss contradict the 

widespread generalization about Dhuwa versus Yirritja yidaki. 

20 The Dhumar trumpet is portrayed in bark paintings discussed by Groger-Wurm (1973 
pp52-53) and seen and heard in "Marrakulu Funeral - Yirrkala 1974" and "Djungguwan 
at Gurka'wuy," two episodes of the Yirrkala Film Project. It is briefly mentioned by 
Wukun Wanambi and Djambawa Marawili on the "Special Yidaki and their Stories" 
page of this project's website. 



After this introduction to the issue, instruments are shown that in fact 

support the generalisation. I purchased these and all but three of the 

other yidaki featured on the website for my own collection as they were 

brought in for sale to Buku-Larrr)gay  Mulka by the craftsmen. Instruments 

were selected based on my own instincts and the makers' comments on 

suitability for ceremonial use in order to create a collection to be 

discussed as part of this research project. Two instruments briefly 

featured on the website were in fact sold to overseas customers, and a 

third, a large yidaki by Djalu! Gurruwiwi, is in the permanent collection of 

Buku-Larrrgay Mulka. These yidaki were shown to Yolr)u interviewees to 

guage the amount of agreement on appropriateness of instruments for 

different styles and the influence of individual tastes in the choice of 

instruments for ceremonial use. Several players were recorded playing all 

of them, but the results were not particularly instructive, so to minimize 

data stored and downloaded from the website, we opted to use only 

samples of 70 year-old Djalu' Gurruwiwi and 28 year-old Mirrwatr)a 

Munyarryun for a good contrast between a senior man with a more old-

fashioned style and a young, in-demand ceremonial player who plays for 

Wangurri clan and other ceremony at home in Dhalinybuy and regularly 

travels as far as Milingimbi for ceremony. They are also easy to introduce 

as the first two yidaki featured as a contrasting pair were made by these 

two men. Djalu"s yidaki is also compared to an instrument by 

Burrr)upurrr)u Wunur)murra, a locally respected yidaki expert in his fifties 

who counts Djaluf among his teachers, and who is currently the Yirritja 

craftsman most popular with non-Aboriginal yidaki enthusiasts. 
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Yothu- Yindi and Yi1aki Crafting 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dha  wu/23yidakiyy. html 

This page sets yidaki crafting in context with the concept of Yothu-Yindi, 

with one clear example and two that introduce ambiguities. The case of 

Mirarra Burarrwar)a's two y1daki21  clearly supports the idea of Yothu-Yindi 

manifested in yidaki crafting. So does the second example of Milkayr)u's 

two instruments, in the perspective of Djalu,  Baikupa and Djambawa, 

all of whom identified the smaller, higher instrument as a proper Yirritja 

instrument known as Dhadalal, among other names, and the longer 

instrument as related to Djalu"s deep and powerful Djur)girriny!. 

Interestingly, Milkayru himself disagreed, as detailed on the website. 

The third example of Burrr)upurrqu's two yidaki involves less disagreement 

among Yolqu, but is a clearer contradiction of the generalisation about 

Dhuwa versus Yirritja yidaki. 

Yidaki and the Moieties - Ambiguities 

www.yirrkala.com/Y~~/~dak/~~`/d`hawu/24yidak/*ambig.htm/ 

This section, providing examples of changes in yidaki crafting and playing 

over time as well as other reasons for the lack of absolute answers about 

types of yidaki, was a challenge not only due to the obvious difficulty of 

writing clearly about ambiguities, but also because this page could be seen 

to represent a failure of my research. I came to Yirrkala to define 

specific differences among yidaki used to accompany different clans' song 

in public ceremony, but have thus far failed to do so. I have recorded 

21 These are the only two instruments featured on the site that are not still in Yirrkala 
at the time of writing, having been sold to customers in Denmark and Canada. 
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several statements that such differences exist, but was frustrated by an 

inability to define them. To borrow a sentence from Michael Christie, 

"I was hampered by the assumption that Aboriginal reality must be made 

up of irreducible constituent parts, each of which correspond to some 

category in the real world" (Christie 1992 p24). 

It seems that there is only agreement, and not even universal agreement, 

among Yolr)u on the sounds and forms of specific ceremonial yidaki, as 

opposed to yidaki used in everyday public ceremony. Dhukal Wirrpanda 

stated that different clans have different sounds, then later that it is up 

to the yidaki player to choose an instrument suitable to his own breath. 

Milkayr)u and everyone interviewed at Dhalinybuy said that any of the 

yidaki I have collected and shown them could be used for any clan's 

ceremony, except that what Yolr)u call, borrowing rock and roll 

terminology, "bass" yidaki are better for slower songs, while higher-pitched 

"lead" yidaki are better for faster songs, a fact which all didjeridu players 

from anywhere in the world instinctively know. I was told clearly by 

several informants including Milkayrju, Burrr)upurrr)u and the assembled 

group of Buwathay, Nor)u  and Mirrwatr)a at Dhalinybuy that it is up to 

the yidaki player to have the skill to play whatever style or song is 

necessary on whichever yidaki is present. 

Informants over 40 years of age such as Djalu', Baikupa and Djambawa 

agreed on a few of the yidaki being specific in nature, namely the two 

identified as Dhadalal and Djur)girriny, the "Special Yiaki" covered later 

on the website. Djalu' went further and associated all the yidaki with a 

specific clan, but Djambawa and Baikupa simply called most of the 
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instruments "public" and suitable for any song. Djambawa and Baikupa 

separately identified a third large instrument as a secret-sacred Dhuwa 

yidaki, but Djalu', who crafted it, disagreed, labelling it Djuqgirriny'. 

I have seen and assisted with the selection of many yidaki for ceremony 

while working at Buku-Larrr)gay Mulka, as Yolu often come in to borrow 

instruments for ceremony. Usually it seems to be along the lines of 

Dhukal's statement that the young yidaki player must choose an 

instrument that is right for him, but sometimes a senior man comes in 

with a younger player. On only one occasion have I seen the choice 

made very specifically for an appropriate sound. A young man was happy 

with an excellent yidaki he had found, but his Madarrpa clan elder said 

the sound was wrong and settled on another that the young man who 

would be playing in ceremony did not prefer. 

Further study must be done that will likely require years of observation, 

but at this point I suggest that shifting tastes and styles are indeed 

diluting clan specificity in yidaki. Lim writes; 

Given this, are authentic yirdaki(sic) still being crafted by Yolngu 

in remote corners of Arnhem Land? Probably not if one sees 

things in black and white. But in reality, shades of grey, and 

shifting cultural and traditional practices, in the old continuity-

and-change concern of anthropologists, rule (Lim 2000). 

It is clear that the "traditional yidaki" sought by collectors and researchers 

today are not the "traditional yidaki" of the past, while they of course are 
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still part of the same living and evolving tradition. Further research into 

the matter will provide interesting discourse on Yolr)u sacra and life, 

particularly regarding how they perceive current needs and realities versus 

ritual demands and the preferences of ancestors. Evolving material means 

does not equal a separation from the sacred stories and songs that are 

the foundation of Yolr)u life. 

Further, it needs to be acknowledged that performative principles 

outweigh those of form. As we will see later with Milkayr)u's comments 

about the Dhadalal used at the 2005 Garma Festival, for him it was the 

intention of decoration and method of use in ceremony that determined 

that particular yidaki's identity. A yiaki may not have been made for a 

specific ritual purpose, and may have already been used in various 

contexts, but all it takes is a decision for it to be used as a specific 

sacred yiaki. Sacred decoration may be applied, or it may simply be 

used for the new purpose. Even on the more mundane level of public 

song, this is shown in simple ways. One yiaki may be used for Yirritja 

clan song where it evokes the emu, and then passed over to a Dhuwa 

clan who will sing the call of the brolga through it. Perhaps some Yoliju 

would say there should be two yiaki "tuned" specifically for the different 

songs of the different clans, but in the end, this does not mean that 

either bird was not in fact properly sung and played, and invoked by the 

yidaki players within the whole context of ritual song and dance. 

For many Yolr)u, our western need to classify and neatly categorize the 

objects of their culture is entirely foreign. Christie states; 
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The Yolngu system of naming points to the possibility of a 

reality in which we have no need to assume an atomistic, 

segmentary structure. The definition of something in terms 

of its boundaries, its discontinuity with all other realities, the 

borders between itself and all possible others, is only one way 

of talking about our experience. We have another possibility: 

a system in which received meanings - the structures, tropes 

and metaphors inherited from our ancestors - are applied to 

make sense of a whole range of experiential realities. These 

realities change readily when this, that or another aspect of 

Yolngu life is foregrounded. In the Yolngu world it is not so 

much the case that every reality has an inherent structure, 

but rather that every structure can be seen to inhere in a 

whole range of realities (Chrisitie 1992 p27). 

Marika-Munur3giritj and Christie further discuss, in relation to the Yolrju 

concept of Galtha, that: 

A man who is a good dancer, who knows his connections and 

his land and understands his rom (law and culture)... can act 

intelligently as an individual because he knows and respects the 

background to what he is doing. He is a unique individual. He 

isn't just copying his ancestors. He isn't just keeping Yolngu 

culture unchanged like a museum piece. He has learned to 

create something that is especially his own, but quite 

consistent with the past... He is a modern Yolngu keeping his 

culture strong (Marika-Munuggiritj & Chrisite 1995 pp61-62). 
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Change and acceptance of what is available at the moment, but firmly 

based on a strong foundation, is the normal Yolr)u way of life in Arnhem 

Land. All cultures change over time. We have tried to state the matter 

on the website as the simple fact of life that it is rather than the sad 

tale of people losing elements of their culture that some would read into 

it. Few Yolr)u are concerned with these changes in physical forms, so it 

is not up to this website's readers to be. 

Special Yiçlaki and their Stories 

www.yirrkala.com/Yidak/~~`/dhawu/2`6types.htm/ 

The survey shows that the vast majority of respondents, even those who 

showed little or no previous knowledge of Yolrju yidaki and culture, 

hunger for stories about the origin and use of the instrument. When 

asked why, and what they thought they would get out of these stories, 

the answers varied from a simple "curiosity" to the idea that increased 

knowledge would result in increased respect for the origins. Several 

suggested that since they already tell other people the stories they have 

heard and will continue to do so, they would like to hear more from the 

source so that they could pass on correct information. 

Questionable "dreamtime stories" about the origin of the didjeridu are 

better known in the rest of the world than stories that Yolrju have 

chosen to share in the past. When asked which of several common 

stories about the origin of the instrument they had heard, 16.5% of the 

survey respondents stated that they had heard of a didjeridu contest to 

stir the west wind (the Galpu clan story of Djur)girriny' told on Djalu"s 
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second instructional CD and to many of his visitors), while 10.2% said 

they had heard about a man blowing trumpeted notes on a hollow log 

to call people to ceremony (referring to the Ganbulapula story previously 

mentioned on the Garma website). 

In contrast to the statistics on these two Yolr)u stories, 63.8% had heard 

a story of a man collecting firewood, and blowing through a hollow log to 

remove white ants, not wishing to burn them. The origin of this story 

seems to be unknown, but it has been popularized over many years by 

word of mouth, websites and commercial didjeridu recordings. Despite 

the fact that it is widely published, one English website that was online 

for years but has recently been removed told this story as if it was 

received in a vision during a meditation. The first place I saw it was on 

a recording by two non-Aboriginal Australians, Adam Plack and Johnny 

"White Ant" Soames. I contacted Plack's management by email, with a 

letter of introduction about my project, and received a direct response 

from Plack, that he was happy to help in any way he could. I emailed 

again to ask about the origin of that story, and received no response. 

There was a surpisingly uniform response from two young Yolrju yiaki 

players whom I asked separately about this story -- "bullshit." Clearly, if 

Yolrju truly wanted the origins of the instrument known and respected, 

a response to this issue needed to be formulated. 

The notion of publishing stories of the yidaki's origin is the first venture 

into potentially controversial territory as it could be a new sharing of 

sacred business rather than information that has always been open to 

anyone. Did the stated desire to gain wider understanding and respect 
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for the origins of the instrument necessitate a sharing of inside 

knowledge? The expected answer came back from all Yolqu interviewed 

-- inside stories still belong inside. The survey question about what 

people thought they would gain from hearing Yolr)u stories proved useful. 

More than one Yolr)u interviewee asked me, "why do they want to know?" 

The answers "curiosity" and "so I can understand and respect Yolru 

better" did not suffice. Wukun Wanambi said it clearly, "that's not good 

enough." The result of these discussions is the introductory page about 

"Special Yidaki and their Stories," which tells readers why secret Yolqu 

stories can not be shared, with plenty of video clips of Yolr)u speaking 

to this issue. 

There are however a few specific styles of instrument that are used more 

publicly in Arnhem Land, and that have been shared before. Most of the 

specific yidaki I was told about over the course of my work have been 

known to non-Yolr)u for decades, while there are two that I have yet to 

find academic or commercial references to as specific forms of 

instruments. One of these is Dhuduthudu, named after the tawny 

frogmouth (a small owl) whose sound it resembles, and who is sung by 

the Naymil and Dätiwuy clans.22  I witnessed these songs performed at the 

outstation of Dhanaya in July 2004 at the funeral of a Gumatj man whose 

mother was Naymil. The repeated staccato pairs of notes played on the 

yidaki as "dhudu dhudu dhudu dhudu," had an extremely distinctive sound 

unlike any other ceremonial yidaki playing, and perked up the ears of 

other non-Yoliju present who had not heard this before. Several Yolr)u 

22 Knopoff (1997) discusses public songs or "newsong verse" of the tawny frogmouth, 
recorded both by himself in 1989 and by Richard Waterman in 1952, but not the more 
sacred ceremonial songs of the bird or the yidaki named for it. 
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interviewees referred to the Dhuduthudu, namely Djambawa Marawili, 

Djalul Gurruwiwi and Badikupa Gurruwiwi, but no senior owners or 

custodians of this knowledge came forward to speak about it. The young 

and talented Dätiwuy yidaki player, singer and dancer Nor)u  Ganambarr 

shied away from the subject when he was asked at Dhalinybuy. None of 

the three Yolrju who casually mentioned the instrument in interviews 

suggested that the subject should be pursued further for public display at 

this time. This could change in time, and my inability to find interest in 

sharing these stories is likely because senior holders of this knowledge do 

not stay in Yirrkala, but at outstations I have not had the opportunity to 

visit, such as the Ditiwuy clan homeland of Rorruwuy. 

One regular informant mentioned quietly and briefly another type of 

yidaki related to a specific ceremony. He indicated that he had 

intentionally withheld this knowledge from others in the past, and it was 

not for me to share. As such, this brief comment is included simply to 

say that there are definitely more specific sacred forms of the yidaki than 

have been documented and published, and which Yolr]u are choosing to 

keep for themselves. 

There is also at least one instrument that was shown to outsiders in the 

early days of European contact, which is now and has for decades been 

kept hidden away by Yolr)u. The long and deep yidaki known as YuLur)gurr 

and related to "the rainbow serpent" (as stated in older writings), or 

Wititj, the olive python, is used in secret-sacred ceremony over a large 

region of Arnhem Land. It was documented by several anthropologists 

and writers (Warner 1957, and see Attenborough 1963 pp63-95  for one 
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dramatic narrative) and such instruments as well as paintings representing 

them (Groger-Wurm 1973 pp36-50) are held in many collections including 

the National Museum's. References to it were spread by Australian 

didjeridu sellers and other new age interests, resulting in the term and 

questionable stories about it showing up on didjeridu and other websites,23  

including the aforementioned fanciful story presented as a vision received 

in a meditation. One website24  even presents a request from Maningrida 

Arts & Culture to remove such references as a disclaimer before linking 

to the story which has been left up all the same. One survey respondent 

commented: 

I've also seen the name 'yurlunggur' used to refer to the 

didge although I thought that the implication was that it 

referred to the longer instrument. The misconception I was 

under was that yurlunggur was a big one, yidaki was a little 

one. I've got a short little F - at just under 2Kg, it's almost 

'hand-held'. Thus, I thought my little stick was a yidaki and 

not a yurlunggur... 

Meanwhile, I've only heard one Yolr)u person in Yirrkala speak the name of 

this instrument.25 Badikupa Gurruwiwi referred to it without naming it 

23 In fact, a google.com  search provides 1,610 results for "yurlunggur." 
24 dreamtime-didjeriduw3server.com/gallery/thread.htm1  
25 Since this writing, the film 10 Canoes, made by and with the Yolr)u of Ramingining, 

was released, including reference to the goanna also known as Yu!ur)gurr in the 
narration by David Gulpilil. It will be interesting to observe reaction to this from other 
Yolr)u. Several cases have shown over the years that all Yolr)u, particularly from 
disparate regions, do not agree on what of their culture is to be made public. Some 
examples are debate over a design on the Barunga Statement (McMillan 2001, pp  296-
307), criticism by Ramingining clans over the title and artwork of Yothu Yindi's CD 
5irrkuta: Wi/cl Honey and the painting on Maralitja, the crocodile man in the film 
Yo/ngu Boy (Guan Lim, personal communication, 2001) and criticism from Yirrkala 
Yolr)u over sacred words used as personal names by Ramingining families (Michael 
Christie, personal communication, 2006). 
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when he spoke on camera about two instruments held by the Galpu clan. 

One is Djurjgirriny1 , related to Bärra!, the west wind, and one he would 

not name but indicated is related to Wititj, the olive python. He would 

tell me no more for fear of reprisal from other Yolr)u if they were to find 

out about his actions. One large yidaki by Djalu' that I set aside for 

Buku-Larrrjgay Mulka's permanent collection due to his love of it, and his 

declaration that it was the ultimate yidaki with the power of Brra,  was 

identified by Badikupa and Djambawa as a secret yidaki related to Wititj 

that they would not name or say anything more about. It is clear that 

this instrument, once shared to the outside, is thoroughly back inside and 

not to be discussed on a website. While somewhat less sensitive and 

slightly more public, Dhumar, the Dhuwa trumpet related to honey bees, 

was similarly mentioned by several informants but deemed not appropriate 

for detailed public sharing. 

Stories about Yidaki - Djuijgirriny' 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/27djunggirriny.htm- 

5tories about Yidaki - Dhacla/a/ 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/28dhadalal.html  

In contrast, the two specific types of yidaki that are shared on the 

website were obvious choices, as both are used publicly in Yolr)u 

ceremony and had previously been shared with the outside public. First is 

Djurjgirriny', the deep and powerful Galpu clan instrument with the power 

to stir Bärra, the west wind. Djalu' has shared this story with his many 

visitors for years, and a version is told on his second instructional CD. 

Second is Dhadalal, which is shared by many Yirritja clans but has its 
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origin at Gulku!a, the site of the Garma Festival, where Ganbulapula blew 

trumpeted notes to call members of all clans to funeral ceremony 

(Yunupir)u D 1985). Brief references to its story are shared on the Garma 

Festival website and in other promotional materials. Despite larger plans, 

these were the only two yidaki presented at the 2004 Garma Yidaki 

Forum. 

The 2004 Garma Yidaki Forum - Genesis and Just a Little Revelation 

In preparation for the festival, ideas were suggested by the management 

to garner more interest for the yidaki class. One was a yidaki 

competition, another was an exhibition of the finest looking and playing 

yidaki. Neither of these ideas seemed to sit right with me or the other 

coordinator of the Yidaki Master Class, my predecessor as Buku-Larrr)gay 

Mulka Assistant Coordinator and yidaki manager, Jeremy Cloake. The 

main practical reason was that the class featured two yidaki teachers and 

makers, Djalu! Gurruwiwi and Milkayr)u Munurjgurr, who offer instruments 

for sale at the festival every year. Their instruments being featured 

without competition is key to their willingness to conduct the annual 

class. Djalul in particular has great pride in his work and his reputation 

among outside yidaki players as the finest craftsman. He also has strong 

feelings about the sacredness of yidaki. When the two ideas were 

mentioned to him, the response was one of disgust, and a comment that 

people were "playing around with Yolrju law." 

Meanwhile, a forum had been scheduled to discuss international sales of 

yidaki by Buku-Larrr)gay  Mulka, a topic which had been covered in past 



festivals and was not deemed by art centre staff to be of much further 

interest. Mr. Cloake and I decided to work with Djalul to combine and 

develop alternate ideas for both the forum and exhibition. One of the 

key problems with the yidaki exhibition was that it would likely include 

instruments with ornate artwork that is not yidaki-appropriate. Sacred 

and secret ceremonial yidaki have prescribed paintings, carvings and 

adornments, but everyday public yidaki do not, and are usually plain 

or simply decorated with non-sacred designs. Many ornately painted 

instruments are sold through the art centre, but displaying them as a 

collection at a festival of traditional culture could inadvertently imply 

incorrect ideas about their authenticity or role in Yolrju practice. 

We convened a meeting in late June with Djalu!, his sister Dhär)gal, 

Gumatj elder Dhakaliny Burarrwar)a, Jeremy Cloake and myself at 

Gunyar)ara'. Djalu' has commented that it is not the exterior of a yidaki 

that matters, but the interior, the spirit within, and the sound. He had 

often spoken to us about correct types of yidaki for different clans. This 

lead to the idea of an unusual exhibition very counter to the expectations 

of glamorously painted instruments in the bush -- a series of unpainted 

instruments of the correct size, shape and sound for different clans, 

without the paintings and other adornments such as feathered strings that 

would be present in ceremonial use. This would emphasize the real 

importance of the yidaki as a ritual instrument rather than a flashy 

commodity. Plans were made that night to go to the bush to harvest 

instruments with Djalu' and Dhakaliny. The plan was approved by a few 

more senior Yoirju such as Gawirrin Gumana and Djambawa Marawili as 

they passed through the art centre in the following few weeks. 



Several yidaki cutting trips were made in the Yirrkala/Gunyarjara' area as 

well as near the remote outstations of Matamata and Gikal with Djalu', 

Dhakaliny and Mirarra Burarrwarja, a young Gumatj man who is a talented 

player and craftsman, having studied with Djalu'. None of the trips 

resulted in yidaki made for the forum presentation. Furthermore, none of 

the others who expressed support for the idea produced instruments for 

the forum. The reasoning was difficult to understand entirely, but I 

sensed a reticence to go ahead with the subtle revelation of sacra that 

the project represented. Even without the sacred designs and ornaments, 

these would be sacred objects. As Djalul himself said, it is not the 

outside that matters. Nevertheless, he told me he had a proper 

instrument for his clan stored away that he would bring, and also that he 

would bring a Dhumar that he had previously shown me at Galupa. In the 

end, neither of these instruments appeared and Djaluf agreed to use a 

yidaki that I had previously purchased from him for my own collection, 

which he had at one prior point chosen as suitable for use in funeral for 

his sister. 

Jeremy Cloake picked a yidaki by Burrr)upurrr)u Wunur)murra from Buku-

Larrrjgay Mulka's stock that he felt would pass as the Yirritja trumpet 

Dhaalal. The night before the forum, he presented this yidaki to Djalu'. 

Djalul approved it and carried it to Galarrwuy Yunupir)u, leader of the 

branch of the Gumatj clan who most closely hold the Dhadalal's place of 

origin, Gulku!a, also the site of the Garma Festival. He in turn arranged 

further work on the exterior of the instrument, carving it down and 

adorning it with the feathered strings that associate the instrument with 

yukuwa, the Yirritja yam integral to the Ganbulapula and Dhadalal story. 
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These two instruments were presented at the forum, with DjaIu speaking 

about and playing Djurjgirriny' using the instrument from my collection, 

and Gawirrin Gumana, Djambawa Marawili and Galarrwuy Yunupir)u as 

Yirritja leaders speaking about Dhadalal and its use at Garma ceremony, 

using the transformed instrument from Buku-Larrqgay  Mulka. Photos and 

video clips from this forum and use of the Dhadalal in ceremony later 

that evening appear on this section of the website, along with a 

transcription of most of Gawirrin's speech, which he was very pleased to 

see spread to the public on the website. Djalu"s story of Djuggirrinyl is 

excerpted from the long statement recorded at the 2002 Garma Festival, 

and Djalaliqba's story of Ganbulapula is excerpted from "Ganbulapula: The 

story of the Land Around the Old Dhupuma College" (Yunupir)u 1985). 

There are a few interesting followups on the Dhadalal used. The festival 

that year saw its first large appearance by Gupapuyrju and related clan 

groups from Milingimbi and surrounding areas. Ganbulapula, ancestral 

creator of the Dhadalal, in his earlier incarnation as Murayana, began his 

journeys on Gupapuyr)u land, which is part of the basis for strong ritual 

connections between the Gumatj people of far northeast Arnhem Land 

and the Gupapuyrju of further west. Leaders of the two clans at Garma 

exchanged ceremonial yidaki as part of a reconciliation between these 

clans who had not been close for many years. A yidaki that previously 

could have been purchased by any didjeridu player from anywhere in the 

world instead became part of a ritual exchange between closely related 

Yolrju groups. 
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In working on this website a year and a half later, I discussed this 

situation with Milkayrju, who, as seen in the video clip on the website, 

played the Dhadalal in ceremony before it was given to the Gupapuyrju. 

He was amused to learn that the yidaki was not originally crafted for this 

purpose, and was in fact chosen by a non-Yolrju didjeridu player. He 

recalled finding the instrument an odd choice, and indicated that he 

prefers a deeper instrument with a fuller trumpeted tone for a Dhadalal. 

When I asked him to further define what makes a yidaki a Dhadalal, he 

pointed to the feathered strings in a photo of the instrument used at 

Garma, and said that for him, the sacred decorations, and simply the 

intention of making a yidaki to be a sacred instrument, is what makes it 

sacred and appropriate for ritual use -- again demonstrating that intention 

and performative aspects outweigh the structural, and that, assuming a 

strong foundation, the present can be reinvented. Milkayr)u's view seems 

to stand in contrast to Djalu"s statement about the outside not mattering 

and calls to mind the disagreement over the short instrument Milkayr)u 

himself made, discussed on the "Yothu-Yindi and Yidaki Crafting" 

webpage. As mentioned there, while Djalul is an elder and djur)gaya, or 

caretaker, of the Gumatj who hold the story of the Dhadalal at Gulkula, 

the younger Milkayrju has for years been a preferred yidaki player of the 

Gumatj who hold that land. Neither can be said to be absolutely right or 

wrong, but instead this serves as an example of the flexible nature of 

Yolr)u culture. The fundamental use and meaning of the instrument 

remains the same while forms change. 
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Stories about Yidaki - Gularri 

www.yirrkala.com/Y~~ /~daki/d`hawu/29gu/arri.htm/ 

The last yidaki story was a late addition after interviews at Dhalinybuy in 

January 2006. Buwathay Munyarryun's statement of a connection 

between singing and yidaki for the Wangurri clan and the rushing rivers of 

their beloved river Gularri26  seemed an interesting and touching finish to 

this section. Not only are there very specific yidaki with specific ritual 

purposes, but for this man growing as a ritual leader, there is a more 

fundamental connection between the whole of his clan's songs and the 

environment at their main homeland community. While there is likely 

deeper, inside story that could go with it, this simple statement conveys a 

love of the songs, the instrument, and the land that is perhaps obscured 

by the longer examinations of the prior two stories, and is perhaps 

something that more non-Yolr)u readers could associate with and admire. 

Yidaki Issues 

www.yfrrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/30issuesintro.html  

This fourth chapter of the website addresses many of the common issues 

non-Yolqu didjeridu players have debated for years in online forums and 

anywhere they congregate. An opportunity for Yolr)u to directly answer 

these questions should not be missed. It was however difficult for me to 

remain an impartial collaborator. I have seen these debates, their causes 

and ramifications in the worldwide didjeridu scene for over a decade. 

26 While the Wangurri families based at Dhalinybuy refer to the nearby river as "Gularri" 
and insist that it is the one and only true Gularri, other groups use the word to refer 
to the wider system and symbology of Yirritja freshwater, as discussed in 
Wunungmurra (1997), Magowan (2001) and Yunupir)u (2003). 
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Many Yolqu, on the other hand, have little concept of the real life 

ramifications of these issues, or why they should be issues at all. For 

some, dealing with my questions was the first time they had ever even 

considered these issues. My task was to inform the interviewees enough 

without colouring their judgement, even though I myself have been asked 

all these questions many times and have my own answers. At least one 

interviewee expressed an opinion that I would support on each issue, but 

several did not. I tried to remain impartial in the interviews and present 

a balance of responses on the website. 

Are "Didjeridu" and "Yig'aki" the same thing? 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/31samething.htm/  

There is an interesting history of the words "didjeridu" and "yiaki" in the 

non-Yolr)u didjeridu world. In the early and mid-1990's, there was debate 

as to whether the word "didjeridu" applied to all didjeridu-like 

instruments, or whether, "out of respect," it should apply only to 

Australian-made or Aboriginal-made instruments. Allan Shockley, the 

original commercial craftsman of the very popular didjeridu-like 

instruments made from agave plants from the southwestern deserts of the 

United States, refers to his creations as "Dreamtime Pipes" to distinguish 

them from Australian Aboriginal-made didjeridus. By the late 1990's, the 

word yidaki became known in the didjeridu scene, and suddenly even 

American-made plastic instruments were marketed as "yiaki," as one 

company stated at the time, "out of respect for the instrument's 

traditional origins." The current trend gaining wider acceptance, largely 

due to the efforts of a few key advocates of authenticity, including Buku- 
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arrrgay Mulka and Guan Lim and his sales/advocacy website, ididj.com.au, 

is to make a distinction between Yolr)u-made yiaki, western Arnhem 

Land-made mag027  and all other didjeridus. 

Survey respondents came down strongly on the side of making the 

distinction, with 72.4% reserving yl_daki as a term of authenticity. The 

level of specificity of use of the term among respondents varied, some 

believing it could refer to any Aboriginal-made instrument while some 

pointed directly to Yolr)u country or described what they perceive as 

physical and acoustic differences between Yolqu yiaki and other 

didjeridus. Two respondents in fact referred to Guan Lim and iDidj in 

their answers to this question. Efforts at distinguishing Yolr)u instruments 

from others have clearly made headway in recent years, but there is still 

work to do to reach the remaining 27.6% of respondents and more fully 

educate those who were not as specific in their definition of yi_daki as 

they could be in order to fully recognize Yolr)u origins of the word and 

corresponding instruments. 

Where do Yolrju stand on this issue? Most have never considered it at 

all. They have been taught that "didjeridu" is another word for what they 

generally call "yiaki" in their language, so they use it just as they might 

use the words "tree" or "water" in conversation with English-speakers. In 

casual conversation, they would apply the words "didjeridu" and "yidaki" 

equally to instruments made locally from stringybark by Yolr)u and 

27 A term popularised by David Blanasi, but now applied by many didjeridu sellers and 

customers to all western Arnhem Land instruments, likely including those from makers 

whose languages have other words for the instrument. Garde et al (2001) list 10 

names for the didjeridu used by groups in the Maningrida area alone. 
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instruments manufactured from hemp overseas. The word "Yolr)u" itself 

serves as a good example of flexibility of meaning and the dependence 

on context for Yolqu vocabulary. In different contexts, "Yolr)u" can mean 

"man" as opposed to "woman," "east Arnhem Land Aboriginal" versus "any 

Aboriginal," or "Aboriginal" as opposed to "non-Aboriginal," and is 

sometimes even used to refer to any person from anywhere in the world. 

Similarly, "yidaki" can be used in Yolr)u daily life to refer to Yolr)u-made 

didjeridus or any other didjeridu. 

While they may have not considered this thoroughly before, when I 

explain the issue and its ramifications to Yolr)u interviewees, they agree 

that it is useful to make the distinction, both in order to promote 

understanding and respect of the yiaki's origins and to assist in 

marketing and sales of authentic instruments. If this were a pure research 

project, I would need to leave this point off of the website as I clearly 

influenced the responses. But as it is my role to collaborate and inform 

the Yolr)u participants about the outside didjeridu world and its issues in 

order to help them respond, I believe this has been well handled. The 

page covers this thoroughly, making a distinction between everyday 

conversation with Yolr)u and recommended policy for the didjeridu 

industry. 

More Issues 

The rest of the "Issues" section elicited a variety of responses that 

necessitated careful presentation and balance. Dhukal usually represented 

a strict view of Yolrju maintaining control of their business, even 
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suggesting the use of Euro-Australian law for enforcement, while 

Djambawa, as the political figure he is,28  was the most diplomatic, 

Badikupa and Djalu1  the most open to outsiders, and everyone else falling 

somewhere in between. We have presented the range of views but at 

times stressed the least permissive view as the guide to the behaviour 

that would be most respectful. Viewing this process as consensus politics 

would suggest that the least permissive view is the most that can be 

recommended. How Yolr)u feel about others playing didjeridu and what 

styles they should play is well covered on the site and in the discussion of 

the CD in the next chapter, and the page on non-Yolrju women playing is 

self-explanatory, so I will leave these out of this thesis and discuss the 

remaining issues below. 

How do Yolrju feel about others teaching didjeridu? 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/33teach.html  

Yolr)u accept that the didjeridu has spread around the world and is played 

in many styles that they do not own. There is no perceived problem with 

non-Yolr)u players teaching non-Yolr)u techniques. A third of all survey 

respondents stated that they teach the didjeridu to others, and that alone 

caused no concern among Yolr)u interviewees. On the other hand, there 

was some concern that a third of those who are endeavouring to play 

Yolr)u styles indicated that they have learned from non-Aboriginal 

teachers. 

28 Apart from being an extremely active ceremonial leader with great authority in 
northeast Arnhem Land, Djambawa Marawili has travelled widely as the chair of 
ANKAAA, the Association of Northern, Kimberly and Arnhem Aboriginal Artists, and a 
member of the Australia Council Aboriginal Arts Board, and has been deeply involved 
in recent sea rights court cases. 
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Dhuka! and NoOu (in an unfortunately technically unusable video clip) 

stated that Yolr)u yidaki should only be taught by Yolr)u people. 

Baikupa, Djalul and some others, however, are very encouraging to those 

many dideridu players who visit them, telling them to share what they 

learn -- just as Djalu' told me on my first visit, during which I utterly 

failed to master any Yolrju yidaki technique. I was unqualified to teach 

Yolr)u yidaki, yet I technically had approval from a Yolr)u master to teach 

whatever I did get from the experience of meeting him. Perhaps this is 

precisely what made it okay for Djalu' to give me that permission. As I 

was unable to properly teach even the basics of his playing, let alone the 

finer points of secret-sacred song that it would be most inappropriate for 

an outsider to learn and share, there was no danger to deeply held Yoliju 

stories and powers. In this way, we can reconcile the seemingly opposite 

views of Dhuka! and Djalu1. 

The potential problem, however, is those who visit Djalu', gain permission 

to teach, and then misrepresent their teachings. There are several 

unqualified non-Yolr]u teachers taking money for their interpretations of 

Yolr)u knowledge, presented as fact. There are stories of one European 

who was adopted during a visit to Arnhem Land painting himself with 

white clay to teach workshops and discussing the way "my people" play 

yidaki (Markus Meurer, personal communication, 2004). Many teachers 

use photos of themselves with Djalul from their brief visits to Arnhem 

Land as advertising for their credibility. These stories inspire laughter 

and/or disdain from some Yoliju and some of it would be very offensive 

if they were to see it for themselves, but of course it only happens far 

away from Yoliju eyes and ears. These teachers do however have Djalu"s 
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encouragement, which is enough to satisfy them and also satisfies 

Djambawa's diplomatic response that it is okay for outsiders to teach as 

long as it is with permission from the Yolr)u who taught them. Still, 

Djalu', Djambawa and all others questioned unanimously agreed that it is 

preferable for people to learn directly from Yolr)u. This website and the 

CD described in Chapter 5 provide ways for people to do this from afar, 

and will hopefully inspire more efforts to bring groups of non-Yolr)u 

didjeridu players to Arnhem Land and to bring Yolr)u performers and 

teachers to events around the world so direct contact can take place and 

Yolr)u can directly pass on the knowledge they choose. 

I-/ow do Yo/Ou  feel about others making and selling didjeridus? 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/34makesel/.html  

Watjuku's statement that anyone other than Yofr)u and other traditional 

owners from the Top End who makes and sells didjeridus is stealing was 

the most extreme and possibly the most driven by concerns over rights 

to exploit the products of Yolrju culture for economic gain. As 

mentioned earlier, there has been decreasing interest in Yolr)u yidaki over 

the past few years and even disparaging comments about them posted on 

internet forums, with a growing preference for instruments made by the 

split-and-hollow technique used overseas. To repeate a few statistics 

from the previous chapter and add a few more, 56% of survey 

respondents said they judge instruments only on sound, not on origin, 

while 11% said that they would like a Yolr)u yiaki but are not confident 

in the quality. 36.2% stated that they make their own didjeridus, and 

56.7% stated that anyone is entitled to make and sell didjeridus, not just 
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Australians, Aboriginals or traditional owners. Yolrju are losing respect as 

the masters and owners of this craft and are losing income for their 

traditional practices to others with modern tools and woodworking 

techniques. It calls to mind Wukun's fears stated in a video clip located 

on the "Yolr)u Rom - Special Yiaki and their Stories" webage -- that he is 

frightened that outsiders could "take over the Yolr)u systems of yidaki." 

But not all Yolr)u are so proprietary about the instrument. Even the 

normally stern Dhukal stated, albeit somewhat dismissively, that people 

can do whatever they want with their own trees. Many Yolr)u feel happy 

that the instrument is inspiring people around the world, are happy for 

others to do what they will with resources from their own environment 

and have even enjoyed some of the instruments they have seen and 

played that were crafted in this fashion. Didjeridus made in Europe and 

America and even synthetic copies of Yolr)u yidaki produced in Australia 

have been gifted to Djalu', Milkayr)u and Gapanbulu Yunupirju, current 

yidaki player with Yothu Yindi, and have been used in ceremony. 

Discussion with Badikupa on this issue was very telling, though, and is 

featured on the website. He was one of the senior Gälpu present at a 

funeral which included extensive use of American and Japanese didjeridus, 

and he was very pleased with them. He strongly supports the rights of 

the makers of these instruments to craft them and enjoys using them. 

When the issue of these instruments being sold was raised, however, he 

instantly became very stern and stated that non-Yolrju ancestors never 

made didjeridus before, only Yolr)u ancestors. While he is pleased with 

the instruments, simply as instruments and symbols of Yolr)u influence 
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spreading around the world, the idea of others profiting from an idea 

they borrowed from Yolr)u upset him. Again, this is the balance, a 

reconciliation between seemingly opposite Yolrju views, this time of 

Watjuku and Badikupa. While they have different opinions on the 

concept of others making didjeridus as simple physical objects made for 

recreational use, both are very concerned that the profit from the ideas 

of Yolr)u ancestors stays with the Yolr)u of today. Watjuku and Baikupa 

together demonstrate that it is the ancestral connections and intellectual 

property that is of utmost concern to Yolr)u. 

Yolrju are becoming aware of this threat to one of their livelihoods 

and are trying to present information in good faith in order to inspire 

continued and growing interest in the yiaki and its origins. While 

education will help, the true way to prove that Yolr)u yiaki are more 

valuable and more "real" than other didjeridus is to make them that way, 

and to proudly represent them. While in the past it was relatively easy 

to sell even cheap, lesser quality Yolr)u yiaki, they are overstocked at 

Buku-Larrr)gay Mulka at the time of this writing, while the demand for 

top quality instruments can not be filled. This must be seen as a 

challenge for Yolr)u craftsman to rise to, or these overseas craftsmen 

may indeed, in a small way, "take over the Yolqu systems of yidaki." 

Healing with the Didjeridu 

www.yfrrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/36heallng.htm/  

A quarter of the survey respondents indicated that they use the didjeridu 

for healing, while a few others went out of their way in free response 
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sections to condemn the practice. Yolr)u do not deny that there are 

forms of healing involving the yidaki, but are specific in their practices. 

Dhukal spoke about players needing the right instrument to match their 

breath to keep the whole body healthy and Wukun spoke about yidaki 

practice strengthening the player. Djalu' often advises his students to 

breathe fully, "from the kidneys," in order to keep the blood and energy 

flowing. He credits the proper technique inherited from his father for his 

strength and ability to play yidaki at the approximate age of 70 while 

most men quit at middle age. In this way, many Yolrju talk about yidaki 

benefitting the health of the player. 

Buwathay and Galarrwuy's comments on the website stress that healing in 

Yolr)u culture is a whole system of songs, ceremony and ritual practices, 

not a quick fix like playing yidaki at someone's sore foot. Young Yolrju 

men at Dhalinybuy laughed at the idea of playing yidaki at each other for 

healing, but Badikupa and Djalul encourage the practice and Mandawuy 

has acknowledged it in print (Yunupingu 1997). Nearly all Yolr)u however 

laugh or shake their heads when presented with a verbal picture of new 

age use of the didjeridu for healing alongside elements appropriated from 

other indigenous cultures. 

It is unclear whether any of these Yolu have direct experience with 

these most extreme examples of misappropriation. There are people all 

over the world charging sometimes exorbitant amounts of money for 

"didjeridu healings." Neuenfeldt (1994) provides the text of an 

advertisement for a "Sacred Holy Communion Seance" teaching "secrets of 

the Aborigines and the Didgeridoo" for a "usual donation" of US$100. At 



a new age conference I was engaged to perform at in 1998, I met a 

didjeridu player who was taking bookings for 20 minute private didjeridu 

healings in his campervan for US$100. Some of these "healers" are honest 

about this being a new idea that they have not been taught by Aboriginal 

People, while others claim to be sharing Aboriginal spirituality and healing 

methods with their clients. Many have visited Djalu! in Arnhem Land, 

then left and used their time (and photos) with Djalu' and his 

accommodating nature as a sign of official approval for their practices 

back home, whether Djalu' knows and understands them or not. 

No matter what their views on playing yidaki at each other, the majority 

Yolr)u opinion on outside didjeridu healing is similar to that on the 

previous issue of didjeridu teaching and crafting. As long as there is no 

misrepresentation of or profit from Yolr)u knowledge, Yolrju accept that 

outsiders will do what they will. Yolr)u do not aim to rob the wider 

didjeridu playing public of something that they enjoy and perceive 

benefits from, but the issue of fraudulent claims of Aboriginal spirituality 

mixed in with new age practice will remain a concern. Hopefully efforts 

like this website will educate the public on the difference between Yolrju 

ceremonial practices and more recently invented ones. 

Does playing the didjeridu connect you to Aboriginal People? 

www.yirrkala. com/yidaki/dha  wu/37connect. html 

70.9% of survey respondents replied that the didjeridu created a 

connection between them and Aboriginal People, with explanations 

varying upon a few themes. The most common connection cited was that 
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playing the didjeridu increased awareness of and interest in Aboriginal 

culture, while others who responded in the negative stated that this was 

true but did not constitute a connection. One person wrote, "If it were 

not for the didjeridu, I would know absolutely nothing about aboriginal 

people, their situation, or their culture. I feel the didjeridu has opened a 

door toward some degree of understanding about a group of people on 

the other side of the world." On the other side of the issue, we have, 

"Playing the didgerido(sic) made me more aware of the aboriginals, their 

culture and their problems. I don't feel a special connection however." 

A related issue debated in the survey responses was whether the simple 

act of playing the didjeridu creates a spiritual or metaphysical connection, 

or if the didjeridu only acts as a point of common interest that can 

develop into a connection. One respondent, clearly my predecessor at 

Buku-Larrqgay Mulka, replied, "Yes, I came to Arnhemland to learn more 

about Yidaki and stayed for 4 years working at Yirrkala art centre. I have 

worked with the majority of well known Yolngu Yidaki makers and as a 

result have developed close relationships with many Yolngu," a clear case 

of the yiaki providing the impetus to make a personal connection with 

Aboriginal People. This was supported by someone who said that there 

was no connection saying, "In and of itself, no, not really. It has the 

potential to be a catalyst for communication and affinity. But without 

spending time with and 'being with' Aboriginal people there is no 'real' 

connection." 

Some players do feel a more metaphysical or, to quote one respondent, 

"karmic/cosmic" connection. One player who had recently spent six 
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weeks in Arnhem Land stated, "Playing Yolngu Rhythms brings the spirits, 

thoughts, experiences, knowledge of Yolngu ancestors to my breathe(sic), 

blood, spirit and mind. Even though I'm still in search of understanding, 

the Yidakiman spirit guides me to the path of my learning." Another who 

had not been to Australia wrote, "when I play, it becomes part of the 

dreamtime." Meanwhile, a respondent who claimed no connection to 

Aboriginal People claimed "Connection with Earth Power." Others 

commented that while they did not personally know Aboriginal People, 

they felt that the didjeridu connected them to the earth or a simpler 

primitive existence. 

This section was difficult to present not because of disagreement among 

Yolr)u or between Yolr)u and myself, but because the question was very 

strange to most Yolr)u. In many cases, the response, once the question 

was explained with examples of comments from the survey like those in 

the previous paragraph, was laughter. While this was a perfectly fine 

response in conversation with me, it is perhaps not the most diplomatic 

response to publish on the internet. It is unfortunate that this page does 

not have more Yolrju in their own voice, but the fact is that most Yolr)u 

simply found the idea that people overseas were connecting to them by 

playing didjeridu, or even finding their way into "the Dreamtime" by 

playing didjeridu, completely ridiculous, and not worthy of response --

as stated eloquently by Dhukal, quoted at the top of the webpage, 

"There's no answer for that question." 

There is however genuine appreciation for the more pragmatic view, that 

yiaki creates an interest in Yolr)u culture which opens doors for more 
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sharing. Several Yolrju interviewees express this in different ways in the 

video clips on the website. Also stated on the website is acceptance that 

playing didjeridu can awaken people to natural powers and help people 

connect to their own land. As Wukun says, playing the yiaki can help 

others become better in themselves, but does not make them like Yolr)u. 

Concluding Statements 

www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu/38conc/usion.html  

For this final section, I simply asked the Yolr)u interviewees most fluent in 

English to make brief closing statements to didjeridu players around the 

world. Small edits were made for length to cut down file size for the 

internet, but intent is left unchanged. As with his introduction and other 

statements on the site, Djalu's  comment is excerpted from a 2002 

recording. I selected the clip and approved it with him. I believe all the 

men involved did a fine job with this conclusion, rounding out the project 

with openness and friendliness, but still a touch of sternness to assert 

Yolr)u authority. 

The website has yet to be made public, pending a few more approvals 

from senior Yolru. Anticipation on the internet didjeridu forums is high, 

the site already being dubbed "the mother of all yidaki sites" in a 

discussion on forum.serioussticks.com. Reaction and results will be quite 

interesting to observe. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Milkay Mununggurr - I-lard Tongue Didgeridoo: 

Exercises in Northeast Arnhem Land YiIaki Style 



Figure 5A: CD Cover 

In this chapter, we examine the genesis and development of the other 

published result of this project, the instructional yidaki CD with Milkayr)u 

Munurjgurr, one-and-half years in the making. Ever since contemporary 

didjeridu players began in large numbers to make pilgrimages to meet and 

learn from Djaluf Gurruwiwi and other Yolr)u players in northeast Arnhem 

Land in the 1990's, there has been an issue about what they should learn 

and play. Djalu's two teaching CDs released by the Yothu Yindi 

Foundation consist mainly of "mouth sounds," (Moyle 1967) or sung 

rhythms, used to teach Yolr)u songs, followed by the songs played as 

yidaki solos. Yolr)u songs are clan-owned pieces based in ceremonial 

practice. While some Yolqu such as Djalul and Dhakaliny Burarrwar)a from 

Matamata enjoy teaching some of these songs to any visitors who have 

an interest in the yidaki and are pleased to hear outsiders taking their 

culture seriously enough to learn yidaki "correctly," others like Wukun 

Wanambi and Dhukal Wirrpanda question the notion of their sacred music, 

even just yidaki parts, being played by a stranger in another country, and 

wonder if this stranger might then earn money for performing the songs 

or teaching them to others. Young men like Yarrr)u Goarra and 
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Gurraramawuy Munyarryun suggested that outsiders should learn to play 

"properly," in the Yolrju style, but not play Yolr)u songs. Young Yolru do 

improvise for fun, and this seems to be the genre that is supported by 

most Yo!r)u for outsiders. 

I have observed in nearly three years working with yidaki in Yirrkala that 

Yolqu, unless they have no interest in non-Yolr)u yidaki players at all, are 

impressed when they hear one who can utilize Yolqu techniques, even if 

not in the execution of Yolr)u songs. When I first arrived in Yirrkala and 

began assessing yidaki for sale at Buku-Larrr)gay Mulka, I drew some 

strange looks from Yolrju. Perhaps they were thinking, "why is this idiot 

making those stupid noises on the yidaki?" As my understanding of Yolr)u 

playing improved, primarily thanks to my work on this CD project, this 

response changed to one of excitement from many Yolr)u. I began to get 

encouragement from those who knew me well, and to hear both young 

and old Yolr)u who did not know me say things to each other such as, 

"marijgi rjayi yiakiwu, r)e?" (he knows yidaki, eh?). I took this change 

both as a personal compliment and as evidence that the teaching process 

Milkayr)u and I were developing worked. 

On the non-Yolr)u side, many didjeridu players from around the world who 

purchase Djalu!'s teaching CDs comment that while they love hearing the 

playing, they do not understand at all how to replicate it. Djalu' teaches 

the songs, but not the techniques in any explicit way. For the vast 

majority of listeners who are completely unfamiliar with the mechanics of 

yidaki playing and the tongue positions used in Yolr)u languages, the sung 

mouth-sounds used in teaching yidaki rhythms are not enough to explain 



the techniques required. Some on the non-Yofrju side agree with Yolr)u 

views stated above. They want to learn how to play the Yolr)u way, but 

do not feel that they should play Yolr)u songs. When I announced in 2003 

that I was relocating to Australia, I was in fact asked by more than one 

didjeridu player familiar with my own series of didjeridu teaching CDs 

whether I would be making a Yolr)u-style yidaki edition, so a specific 

demand clearly existed. 

The CD Hard Tongue Didgeridoo was created to address these issues. 

By teaching the simple mechanics of Yolrju yiaki playing, rather than the 

sacred songs that they are used for, non-Yolr)u players are encouraged to 

use their own creativity rather than copying potentially sensitive Yolr)u 

music. Those who complain about an inability to understand Djalu"s 

teaching now have a primer which teaches the individual techniques 

represented by the mouth sounds Djalu! uses. The hope was that this 

would raise the level of discourse about Yolr)u playing in the outside 

world and increase interest in Yolrju yiaki and music, including Djalu!'s 

recordings. 

Work on the CD began casually early in the research period, although it 

was not yet known whether it would be completed as part of this project 

or left until later. As time went on, it became clear that this CD idea 

could be a significant contribution to the new relationship between Yolr)u 

and outside didjeridu players that the project was aimed at developing. 

Work on the CD was ramped up to make it a cohesive part of this 

project. 
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I originally envisioned a new guest teacher" volume of my own series of 

teaching CDs. With my new status as volunteer at Buku-Larrqgay  Mulka, 

beginning to see the way it operated as a community-owned art centre, 

I recognised that it was clearly best that I give up my own financial and 

creative interest in the CD and make it a Buku-Larrqgay  Mulka product, 

therefore wholly owned by the community. I mentioned the idea to art 

centre coordinator Will Stubbs, who quickly agreed with the idea and 

began discussing options. 

There was one clear choice for a Yolqu collaborator on a teaching CD 

project. Milkayqu Munur)gurr is known to many didjeridu players thanks 

to his recordings and performances with the band Yothu Yindi, his 

teaching at Garma, sales of his yiaki and some workshops and solo 

performances in Germany and the United States. He also has excellent 

English-language communication skills and had worked with non-Yolr)u 

didjeridu players before, gaining some understanding of their difficulties 

in learning Yolr)u yidaki style. I first approached Milkayqu in February 

2004 about producing an instructional CD focusing on technique rather 

than songs, and he quickly agreed. 

Work Begins 

Work on the project began in May 2004. At the time, in addition to 

myself, there was a German didjeridu player named Markus Meurer 

volunteering at Buku-Larrr)gay Mulka, so we took advantage of this second 

opinion as to what was needed on the CD and how to overcome non-

Yolr)u players' difficulties in understanding Yolr)u yiaki playing. I arranged 



a lesson with Milkayr)u for Markus and me which was documented on 

digital video and audio. The theory was simple -- identify all the 

techniques necessary to play the common Yolqu yidaki style, then create 

an exercise that would help Markus and me learn each technique. I then 

edited out clips of each exercise from the digital audio version to create 

a draft of the CD's exercises for further discussion. 

I was surprised to learn at this stage that there are only a handful of 

tongue motions basic to Yolr)u yiaki playing which are mixed up and 

subtly varied to create complicated rhythms. It is crucial that the tongue 

motions are also accompanied by and given depth through use of the 

voice and throat. However, as the tongue motions are the fundamental 

difference between Yolr)u and non-Yolr)u didjeridu playing, while use of 

the voice and throat is common to both, and Yolr)u teach rhythms 

exclusively by singing them to approximate the tongue motions and 

resulting sound, it seemed that focusing on teaching the tongue 

movements was both the key for outsiders' understanding, and the most 

genuine way to present a Yolqu teaching method. 

Many non-Yolr)u didjeridu enthusiasts have heard Yolr)u mouth sounds such 

as those on Djalu"s teaching CDs, which can be written as, for example, 

"ith dhirrl dhirrl dith dhirrl up-pu dup dhirrl," but few understand what 

each syllable represents. Therefore, each syllable or two-syllable fragment 

is explained and given its own exercise on Hard Tongue Didgeridoo. Each 

exercise, a simple repetitive rhythm that would never occur for long in 

Yolr)u song, is played slowly for understanding and then sped up. For 

example, the "ith-dhu" technique is repeated at four different speeds for 



approximately 50 seconds each. This provides practice in this unfamiliar 

motion for didjeridu players and then works on endurance and precision at 

high speeds. Later, the "dhirrl" motion is repeated at different speeds. 

Once these techniques are taught individually, they are combined in later 

exercises, first "dith-dhu dhirrl" and then "dith-dhu dhirrl dhirrl." The 

trumpeted note, or "dup," is then taught and integrated with the 

exercises, followed by some additional commentary by Milkayr)u and a 

few improvisations to demonstrate what can be done by combining the 

techniques. See Appendix C: I-lard Tongue Didgeridoo CD Booklet for 

the full list of exercises with descriptions. 

It is interesting that after other attempts to teach these techniques, and 

indeed my own attempts to understand them over the five years between 

my first visit to Arnhem Land and the beginning of this project, it took 

a certain team to develop this teaching regimen. Milkayr)u is a literate 

expert Yolr)u yidaki player and I am an outside didjeridu player with a 

music degree and what the outside world would call expertise in the 

instrument, and am literate in Yolrju languages. It was our ability to 

communicate both orally and with written fragments indicating correct 

tongue positions for Yolr)u languages that allowed us to quickly come up 

with the correct notations and exercises. A Yolrju man who either did 

not play yidaki or who could not read or write his language could not 

have done his part in this project and a non-Yoir)u collaborator who 

could not read or write Yolr)u languages and who did not have enough 

understanding of music and yidaki playing to ask the right questions 

could not have done his. Recall that in Chapter 1, the story of my own 

exposure to and growth with the didjeridu before engaging in this 
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project, I mentioned that one of the reasons I began to study Yolrju 

languages was to understand the tongue positions and motions used in 

yidaki playing, particularly the retroflexed tonguing not used beyond the 

letter 'r' in English. Not only did this pay off for me personally, but it 

paved the way for the creation of this CD that is going on to help many 

other yidaki students. 

With all the building blocks of Yolr)u yidaki playing explained and 

practised, more complicated rhythms and full pieces can be understood. 

I listened again to Djalu"s teaching CDs and some older field recordings 

from Yirrkala to ensure that each sound used in the singing of rhythms is 

explained on the CD. While there were of course many subtle variations 

due primarily to changes in style over time, they all share fundamentals 

with the contemporary style practiced by Milkayr)u. The primer for Yolrju 

yidaki mouth sounds was complete. 

The beginning of the CD project also drew attention to different styles 

of yidaki and lip technique. To select instruments to use in the initial 

lesson and on the CD, I showed Milkayrju the last batch of yidaki he sold 

to the art centre a week before and pointed out two that I thought were 

good. He refused both, and chose another that I did not personally like 

and found difficult to play -- a long, fairly narrow-bored and straight, 

thin-walled yidaki in the key of E-flat. He played it beautifully, and 

complimented it on its "balance," referring to both the harmonic qualities 

of the sound and the amount of "back pressure," a term didjeridu players 

use to describe the feeling of an instrument, its responsiveness to 

rhythmic playing and whether the drone tends to keep playing easily once 
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started. I made an effort to practise on the instrument for a few 

minutes every day in order to learn what he liked about it and soon 

decided to purchase the yidaki for myself. It has since become one of 

my personal favorites as I have learned how to play it with the proper 

subtle lip control that I had previously been missing. This yidaki appears 

on the CD's "dup" exercises. 

Milkayr)u was in fact satisfied with another of my choices, a yidaki made 

by one of his early influences, Burrijupurrrju Wunur)murra. This yidaki is 

small, in the key of F, conical, thick-walled and lacking in the brighter 

high harmonics that many non-Yolr)u players find attractive in a didjeridu. 

It has a definite raw, aggressive Yolr)u yidaki sound that has pleased most 

Yolrju who have played it. By coincidence, it is painted with brolga 

designs, which reminded Milkayr)u of his first yidaki, a small one made for 

him by his father Mutitjpuy and christened "Gudurrku," or brolga. 

Milkayrju used this yidaki in our first lesson and as the primary instrument 

on the CD. 

Due to Milkayr)u's work schedule as a ranger with Dhimurru Land 

Management as well as cultural responsibilities and because it was not yet 

considered a part of this project, the CD was left behind for a while. It 

worked out well, as Milkayrju and I had a chance to workshop the exercise 

ideas at the Garma Festival in August 2004. The twenty-seven yidaki 

students in attendance from around the world were willing guinea pigs 

for a few of our exercise ideas and provided some good reminders of 

common questions asked by those attempting to learn Yolr)u styles of 

play, particularly about breath placement and use of the voice. There 
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were some good successes, particularly one class playing a brolga piece 

together, following a transcription by Milkayrju using the teaching syllables 

as notation. News of the CD project was greeted with enthusiasm and a 

few months later, I began receiving emails from class members asking if 

the CD was ready yet. 

Recording Sessions 

The first recording session took place at Buku-Larrr)gay  Mulka on 7 

September 2004, using my laptop computer and recording equipment I 

brought from the United States. We began recording only the yidaki 

parts as we knew the spoken instruction would be the most difficult part 

for Milkayr)u and would perhaps be easier after he could hear all the 

exercises in finished form. He could explain what he was "going to do" 

on the next track better if he could hear it first. It was a fairly easy task 

to record most of the rhythms in a couple of hours using the two yidaki 

described above, the higher one for most of the aggressive parts and the 

lower one for slower exercises integrating the trumpeted note. Most of 

the exercises were recorded with an electronic click track to keep the 

timing steady for slow, medium and fast versions of each exercise. 

Another key element was the use of a second microphone in addition to 

the standard microphone at the end of the yidaki. A common question in 

didjeridu workshops on any style is, "when do you breathe?" The question 

is even more common in regards to the more foreign techniques of Yolrju 

yidaki playing, as we were reminded at the Garma Festival. To address 

this in my own instructional CDs, in addition to indicating breath points in 
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the written and vocal instructions, I used a microphone pointed at my 

nose to catch the sound of the breathing clearly. As this was met with 

much appreciation from listeners of my CDs, we followed the practice on 

this recording as well. To isolate the sound of the breathing from the 

ambient sound of the yidaki and minimize audio phasing effects, the end 

of the yidaki and its microphone were in an insulated but not fully 

contained space under a desk and the breath microphone was recorded on 

its own track, from which lower frequencies were removed, leaving the 

sound of the sniff of air and only limited frequencies from the yidaki. 

The track was then panned slightly to one side, making the breath louder 

in one speaker than the other and therefore easier for the listener's ears 

to isolate and understand. 

Most of the yidaki tracks were recorded on that first night and then 

progress was slowed once again by busy lives. In late October, Milkayr)u 

and I travelled south to Canberra and Sydney, where, among other 

events, we presented a workshop at a store called 'DidjBeat Didjeridoos.' 

This time, written versions of all the exercises were projected for the 

class and we went through most of the exercises on the CD, to again 

test the theories on more students. Results were good, only stressing 

the need for a thorough booklet with illustrations of tongue positions. 

News of the in-progress CD was again greeted with enthusiasm. 

The second recording session did not take place until 21 January 2005. 

The yidaki tracks were quickly completed and, despite some shyness, work 

on the spoken instruction began. We tried scripting, but the most natural 

sound was achieved by recording a discussion of each exercise, with me 
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asking for repetitions or refinements of key phrases in the same tone 

of voice. It was then a simple task to edit together clean tracks. We 

completed just the first few spoken tracks and took another break. 

In the time before the next session, I recorded real clapsticks on each 

exercise to replace the electronic click and worked on mixing the tracks. 

I reviewed the material several times, realizing the need for a few 

additions such as a statement about breath placement and examples of 

vocal sounds made into the yidaki while playing. I also wrote the first 

draft of the liner notes and commissioned drawings of the needed tongue 

positions from my wife, Brandi Chase, a professional artist. 

The final recording sessions were taken care of quickly on 1 and 2 March. 

The needed yidaki additions were recorded and then the rest of the vocal 

instruction tracks were finished with the same method of recorded 

discussion and repetition and refinement of key phrases when necessary. 

Naming and Design 

It was at these sessions that we chose a name for the CD, which comes 

from a phrase Milkayr)u used with Markus and me at the beginning, 

originally when talking about the history of yidaki playing. A video clip of 

the defining moment of this original discussion is in fact included on the 

"Yidaki and the Moieties - Ambiguities" page of the website discussed in 

Chapter 4. Milkayrju indicated that what many Yolr)u call the "old man" 

style of play and what kids start with today is the r)änarr-yalr)gi, or soft 

tongue (literally "tongue-soft") style of play. In the late 1960's and 1970's, 
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the r)äQarr-däl, or hard tongue, style of play came to prominence, lead 

by players such as Burrr)upurrr)u Wunurjmurra and his now deceased twin 

brother Djalawu. The phrase was again used in the vocal instruction on 

the CD, making it seem a clear title, to emphasize the aggressive nature 

of Yolrju yidaki playing that attracts non-Yolr)u didjeridu players who want 

to learn the style. At this point, it was decided to use both the Yolr]u 

language version Yldaki Tanarr-Da/ as well as the English translation Hard 

Tongue Didgeridoo. The discussion of naming took place while a CD-R 

draft of the audio and print of the draft liner notes, including initial 

tongue position drawings, were being prepared for Milkayr)u to take away 

and review. 

I mixed and mastered the audio by early April and revised the liner notes 

as per discussions. We had discussed the final task, the booklet design, 

but had not acted on it. Milkayr)u wanted a picture of a brolga with 

wings spread and acquired one from a photographer who had worked for 

NT Parks & Wildfife. We began photo sessions of Milkayr)u along with 

his son Buyu" to represent the instructional nature of the CD on the 

cover. At Milkayr)u's instruction, several photos were taken of the two of 

them playing with crossed yidaki, which he indicated was a symbol of the 

transmission of knowledge. Photos were taken in Yirrkala next to the 

Dhanbul Community Association office on 8 April, and at Milkayrju's 

Gumatj clan mother land of Dhanaya on the 9th 

At this stage, CD-R copies were sent for evaluation to a few key 

29 Buyu is Milkayrju's gathu, or son, by Yolrju kinship, but not by western thinking. Buyu 
is Milkayrju's father's brother's son's son. Milkayrju and his wife Binmila Yunupiu have 
had a significant role in raising Buyu. 



didjeridu players with interest in Yolr)u yiaki -- Guan Lim, former Buku-

Larrrjgay Mulka Assistant Coordinator/yidaki manager Jeremy Cloake and 

American didjeridu player Eric Womack. Liner notes and tongue position 

images were sent via email. Feedback was very positive. 

Lim, having the most experience in analyzing and replicating Yolrju yiaki 

styles, provided some useful feedback that is reflected in a brief comment 

in the liner notes, at the lower right of the instructions. He argued for 

stressing the importance of the throat, stating that he has developed a 

way of teaching Yolr)u yiaki style using the throat rather than the 

tongue, avoiding the awkwardness of those who do not understand 

tongue motions used in Yolrju languages and yidaki playing. This teaching 

method has not been shared with me at this time, although it was 

suggested that it involves hands-on feeling of the teacher's throat. I have 

found for myself that the throat action is easily added to the tonguing in 

one motion, almost instinctively, as a deeper level of the same technique. 

Perhaps this is because I had already developed the use of these 

techniques in my contemporary style, before beginning to learn Yolrju 

styles. I have observed an increased use of the these techniques among 

non-Yolr)u players in Australia and overseas in recent years, although it is 

still not used by the vast majority. In my case and that of a few others I 

have spoken with, this throat muscle control developed over time without 

conscious effort, and is very difficult to explain and teach. It is not as 

apparent in the playing of Yolrju boys as it is in young men's, and 

Milkayr)u, though aware of it, was not able to explain it or devise an 

exercise for it. This suggests to me that it is similar for Yolrju as it was 

in my experience -- it is a technique that comes naturally in time and is 



not specifically taught. Therefore the decision was made to stick closer 

to Yolr)u experience and the Yolr)u method of teaching which focuses on 

tonguing rather than to try and devise a different method of learning to 

play from the throat. 

We completed the booklet design in early June. During the process, it 

was decided to avoid use of Yolrju languages in the titling of the CD to 

make it more accessible for the outside market. One key realization was 

that the CD would have to be listed consistently on tracking systems, 

sellers' websites, etc., in order for it to be a realistic product. For this 

reason and simply to keep the artwork cleaner, the Yolr)u title Ylclaki 

tanarr-Qa/ was dropped in favour of the English translation. Similarly, to 

avoid confusion in the market, Milkayrju's name on the front cover and 

spine was shortened to his nickname Milkay and Munur)gurr was spelled as 

Mununggurr, without the tail-n. Correct Yolr)u spelling was adhered to in 

the rest of the packaging. 

There were high hopes at this point for having the completed product 

available at the 2005 Garma Festival in August. Unfortunately, due to 

the normal problems of preparation for any print project, with the added 

complication of our remote location, we failed to make this goal. The 

first round of proofs from the CD manufacturer, Media Technology in 

Brisbane, were much darker than expected and further revisions needed 

to be made on our end to brighten up the image and correct colours. 

It required two more drafts before all was approved and the deadline to 

start printing before Garma was missed. An unfortunate side affect of 

this additional work was a problem introduced with one of the fonts that 
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resulted in some mistakes in underlining, therefore some incorrect Yolrju 

spelling in regards to retroflexed tonguing. This was not discovered until 

it was too late, but will be corrected in future reprintings. Also 

inexcusably missing from the original design is mention of the project's 

affiliations with Charles Darwin University and the Australian-American 

Fulbright Commission who sponsored my work. 

Release and Response 

The product was released in September 2005. Arrangements were made 

with some of Buku-Larrr)gay  Mulka's regular yiaki customers to act as 

distributors in Japan, Europe and the Americas. Regular yiaki resellers in 

Darwin, Sydney and Melbourne carry the CD in Australia. As expected 

for this niche product, over one thousand copies were quickly sold, then 

sales slowed down considerably. Further work needs to be done to 

market the product within Australia and place it on shelves alongside 

other didjeridu CDs in tourist areas where instruments are sold. 

Buku-Larrr)gay Mulka continues to receive emails of thanks and praise for 

Milkayr)u and the CD, with customers saying they had tried for years to 

learn this style without success until this product came along. The impact 

of the CD on internet didjeridu forums was as expected, based on my 

observations of one based in the United Kingdom and one in 

Switzerland.3°  For many players, the CD was a revelation, received with 

gratitude as the primer for Yolrju playing it was intended to be. 

Discussions on Yoliju playing technique which had previously been vague 

30 www.didgepIaceforum.co.uk/forum  and forum.seriousstcks.com  
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and confused attempts at decoding the very basics suddenly jumped to a 

new level and used the tongue movement notations the CD provides to 

go into further detail. As the level of discourse grows and this style of 

writing the rhythms gets better known, the discussions are changing from 

"how do Yolr)u play like that?" to "how does this particular Yolrju play this 

technique so well?" or "how is this Yolrju player different to this one?" 

I participated in one discussion on an effect possible on the "ith" 

tonguing, an illusion of the drone and higher trumpeted note or 

sounding simultaneously, which I discovered through spectral analysis is in 

fact a pure "up" sounding for only a few miliseconds. Trevor Jones, in 

his pioneering work on the yiaki, wrote of this sound, "this aural illusion 

is difficult to explain and almost impossible to emulate, and the exact 

nature of the physical manipulation that achieves it has so far defied 

analysis. It remains the most baffling and elusive aspect of didjeridu 

technique" (Jones 1973, p270). At the time of this writing, thirty-three 

years after Professor Jones' article and eight months after Hard Tongue 

Didgeridoo, non-Yolr)u didjeridu players from three continents are 

discussing in an internet forum thread entitled "Dith inflection (half 

toot)" how to get the most out of the technique and which instruments 

are best for it. They are trading mp3 files of their own playing of the 

technique which once was so baffling and elusive. 

In late May 2006, Milkayr)u and I heard the concrete results of the CD's 

instruction in person for the first time, in the visit of an American player 

who had participated in the aforementioned European forum. Even 

though we produced the CD and believed in its effectiveness, it was a 
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shock to meet someone who had never been to Australia or met any 

Yolqu ever before in his life and hear him display competence in some 

key Yolrju yidaki techniques. 

Milkayr)u's popularity in the didjeridu world has increased. More players 

are aspiring to play like him, evidenced by comments on internet forums 

and emails to me and Buku-Larrgay  Mulka, and to meet and learn from 

him in person. There have been invitations for him to appear at festivals 

in Europe and the U.S.A., but to this point, funding for travel has not 

been available with these invitations. He has however had opportunities 

to hear the response from the CD in person from a few visitors to 

Arnhem Land and while teaching a second time at the Dreaming Festival 

in Woodford, Queensland in June 2006. 

Another expected result was a few disagreements about the content. 

Most of these can be attributed to self-appointed experts and didjeridu 

teachers in Europe who disagreed with some of the things Milkayr)u said 

on the CD about use of the voice or challenged him for differing from 

Djalu"s style. This could largely be seen as responses to the threat to 

their income from teaching about Yolrju styles, and also a lack of 

acceptance of the fluid and changing nature of Yolr)u culture. As stated 

previously in this thesis, the website and in the CD liner notes, playing 

styles have changed over time and individuals have different preferences, 

but the fundamentals are the same. While Djalul and Milkayr)u do not 

sound the same, their playing is based on the same foundations. They are 

two players who learned the instrument from different influences, thirty 

years apart. As a Southern Californian guitar player, I would compare this 
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to rock and roll players from the 1970's and today. The sound and 

aesthetic is different and instruments have changed, but fundamental 

guitar playing techniques are the same. Collaboration with Milkayr)u on 

this CD greatly increased my capacity to understand Djalu"s more subtle 

and varied playing and that on older field recordings. Milkayrju takes the 

criticism in good spirits, with the thought of possibly someday showing up 

at a workshop with some of these expert European teachers. 

A key element of the CD is a volunteer translation effort. At this point, 

the CD's full liner notes are available at www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/cdI  

translated.htm in French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, German and 

Japanese. This is central to this CD's role in furthering the aim of the 

new relationship decribed in the Yidaki Statement, making it much more 

widely accessible. Buku-Larrr)gay  Mulka has experienced an increase in 

yidaki purchasing inquiries from France, Spain and Italy, from customers 

who own the CD. Two yidaki have been sold to a Japanese customer 

with an email address with the username 'dup-pu-dhirrl-dhirrl." It is 

impossible to say for sure without questioning these customers, but it 

seems likely these are the first signs of the CD's international availability 

succeeding in increasing interest in authentic Yolr)u-made yidaki. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Wan hama I a? 

Where to from here? 



The two publications resulting from this project represent significant steps 

in the communication of Yolqu knowledge direct from traditional owners 

in Arnhem Land to didjeridu players and others in the non-Yolrju world. 

But what are the steps towards? How will the new relationship continue 

to develop in the future? These are the longer term questions. Let us 

go back to the 1999 Garma Yidaki Statement that provided the 

foundation of this project and look at the guiding principles named as 

central to developing a new relationship between traditional owners of 

the yidaki and the growing outside didjeridu culture. 

RESPECT 

The basis of a new relationship is respect for the origins and 

significance of the Yidaki to Aboriginal people of northern 

Australia. 

ABORIGINAL LAW 

Aboriginal law protects the Yidaki and establishes ritual 

exchange processes and reciprocal obligations between those 

elders with the authority to collect, make, perform and teach 

the Yidaki, and those people - Yolngu and Balanda - who 

desire to learn about the instrument. 

PERMISSION 

Yolngu law has always regulated the production and use of 

the Yidaki in Yolngu society. It is wrong for Yidaki to be 

produced without reference to, and respect for, these laws. 

Permission from the custodians of these laws is required. 

YOTHU YINDI 

The Yolngu concept of Yothu Yindi, which recognises duality 
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and fosters balance where there is difference, is a guiding 

Yolngu philosophy that applies to this new relationship. 

5. ETHICAL RELATIONSHIP 

The basis of a new relationship will be mutual respect, 

goodwill, and a commitment to working together to define 

and evolve an ethical place for the Yidaki in world culture 

(Yothu Yindi Foundation 1999). 

This project, inspired by the Yidaki Statement, began with the assumption 

that it is difficult to respect what you are unaware of. The origins, 

significance and practice of the yidaki need to be shared to a certain 

extent in order to inspire respect. The information on the website barely 

scrapes the surface of Yolrju rom, but constitutes a rich resource base for 

didjeridu players from the outside who are interested in the culture. It 

should suffice to communicate the depth of Yolr)u feeling and knowledge 

of the instrument. The demonstration of the simplicity of the 

fundamentals of yldaki playing on I-lard Tongue Didgeridoo and the 

difficulty of comprehending the complex music that is made from them 

impresses and displays both the mastery of the instrument that Yolr)u 

have developed and the importance of its context in ritual song. 

Respect is an easy word to say, but a difficult concept to display across 

cultures. Several survey respondents indicated confusion about what to 

do to properly respect the instrument's origins and indicated that correct 

information from the source could finally increase respect for that source. 

This is the idea we have worked with, but it is of course questionable. 

As previous knowledge that has been released has been exploited and 



misunderstood, such as improper use of information about the long, deep, 

secret-sacred Dhuwa yldaki mentioned earlier, what is to say that the 

release of more knowledge will not simply result in more exploitation and 

misunderstanding? We can only aim for a practical solution of ongoing 

discussion to provide outsiders the most fulfilling experience of the 

yidaki possible whilst allowing Yolr)u to protect their clan-specific and 

individual sacred and secular cultural and intellectual property. 

Largely, the sharing of knowledge is an act of faith, trusting in a response 

in kind. The large statement of this website and CD is perhaps strong 

enough to stand with integrity and to prove more interesting and credible 

than any competing interests or gossip. It is completely public, open to 

anyone, so that no outsider can claim to own parts and leak them out 

with different interpretations. In the early days of contact between 

Yolr)u and outsiders, information was released to anthropologists, 

ethnomusicologists and other visitors and taken without controls on future 

use of that knowledge. These new resources are Yolrju-owned and will 

remain that way. It would take a shocking audacity to steal and 

manipulate them while they stand so strongly and available to anyone. 

To borrow an idea from Yirritja clans related to fire, nothing else will 

stand in the face of the tongues of flame speaking truth strongly and 

without hesitation (Dhakuwal Yunupir)u, personal communication, 2004). 

It is a difficult proposition to use contemporary digital resources to assert 

Yolr)u law and philosophy over non-Yolr)u didjeridu players, but this is not 

the first time that modern means have been embraced to promote a 

Yolrju agenda. Mandawuy Yunupir)u has written about the struggles of his 
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fathers, uncles and older brother to explain their laws and beliefs during 

the first ever land rights case and how the band Yothu Yindi used pop 

songs to communicate the strength of Yolr)u feeling to the public 

(Yunupingu 1994 p4). Yothu Yindi, with its balance of members, Dhuwa 

and Yirritja as well as black and white, served as an example of the 

mutual respect and cooperation that is possible. 

Balance between different points of view is possible. That's 

what our Yolngu life is all about. Balancing difference 

between Yirritja and Dhuwa, between women and men and 

so on. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians can value 

and protect their differences while still finding ways to work 

at balance (Yunupingu 1994 plo). 

Yolr)u collaborators in this project repeatedly requested that outsiders 

comply with Yolr)u law, but usually remained generous and friendly and 

showed deference to outside law as well. Yolrju have no interest in 

claiming ownership of the concept of blowing into a hollow tube. People 

all over the world collect, make, perform and teach didjeridu without any 

permission from, exchange with or obligations to traditional owners, and 

without any knowledge of or reference to Yolr)u laws that regulate 

production and use in Arnhem Land. Short of new international copyright 

law with a large and well-funded enforcement organisation, nothing will 

change this to any significant degree any time soon. Furthermore, no 

Yolr)u seem to seriously want to withdraw the yidaki from the rest of the 

world, nor to eliminate all the new ideas and creativity related to it. 



Since there is no interest in or possibility of withdrawal of the yidaki in 

order to maintain its cultural foundation, this project has sought to 

distinguish the yidaki and its cultural context from all the other stories 

spread about the didjeridu, to stress the seriousness of Yolr)u law and 

ownership of the yidaki and thereby to generate increased interest 

in the instrument's origins. If more players become more interested in 

traditional yidaki and more outside craftsmen and performers develop 

relationships with Yolr)u and defer to them, that will be significant 

progress. Not progress towards a future with no non-Yolr)u didjeridus or 

didjeridu players, but one with shared laws and greater mutual respect, 

exchange, obligations and the balance of which Mandawuy speaks. 

What work is necessary to continue building this new relationship and 

build respect for the Yolr)u origins of the yidaki? This project must have 

follow up to succeed, just as it is a follow up of the Garma Yidaki 

Statement. In the development of bilingual "two ways" education at the 

Yirrkala Community Education Centre in the 1980's and 90's, the sacred 

bread r)athu, made by an elaborate process from the initially poisonous 

seeds of the cycad palm, was used as guiding metaphor. To put it briefly, 

the making of rathu demonstrates that the proper steps need to be 

taken at the proper time, with proper care, to achieve the desired result. 

This has long served as a basis for Yolrju philosophy, both in their own 

lives and now in the development of relations with the outside world 

(Marika 1989, Yunupingu 1994). 

As stated earlier, Yolr)u yidaki craftsmen need to respond to the demands 

of their market. As non-Yolr)u didjeridu players are learning more about 
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the instrument, both about the origins and the further development of 

non-traditional playing styles, authenticity, as hard to define as it has 

been, is no longer enough. In the past, many inexpensive and lower 

quality yldaki were sold on the strength of their origin in the bush alone, 

in faith that traditional makers are the best. Some craftsmen at the 

origin do maintain a high standard of work, but many are living in poverty 

with large families to support and at times care more about quantity than 

quality. They also may have little understanding of the concerns and 

criteria of the end customers of their product. Better communication 

and business practices will be required for Yolrju craftsmen to rise to the 

challenge raised by the growth in alternate methods of didjeridu crafting. 

They need not change from the methods they have been taught or 

pander to the standards of others. While personal tastes vary, it is 

impossible to make a better didjeridu than the best Yolrju-made yldaki. 

In order to prevent outside craftsmen from taking "over the Yolr)u 

systems of yldaki," traditional owners need to stick to their best work and 

let it stand against the competition to prove its worth. The dialogue 

about this has been initiated. Through the survey, Yolqu have heard some 

of the comments of outside didjeridu players and know about the growing 

concern over low quality and cracking yiaki. It is up to them to respond. 

More publications could follow the Yidaki Statement, Yidakiwuy Dhâwu 

Miwatjtjurunyc/ja and I-lard Tongue Didgeridoo, but follow-ups in these 

particular media and formats are unlikely any time soon. While there may 

be some room for expansion of certain sections, the website shares the 

information and assertions Yolrju have deemed appropriate for its target 

audience at this time. The instructional CD teaches all the necessary 
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fundamentals of Yolrju playing. Any additional yidaki instruction would 

either be teaching whole Yolr)u songs, which Djalu!'s CDs have already 

done without unanimous Yolr)u support, or teaching the individual styles 

of players like Milkayrju in more detail, which is perhaps giving away too 

much and discouraging of further development and creativity in the non-

Yolr)u world. It is one thing to share the basics to encourage 

understanding, respect and a foundation in "proper" playing techniques, 

but entirely another to teach mimicry of creative individuals. 

Alternatively, there could be more creative productions, to move beyond 

the simple presentation of information and show the adaptability, 

creativity and vitality of Yolr)u culture and people. Milkayqu has 

expressed an interest in playing yidaki with other forms of music from 

around the world. While the band Yothu Yindi has given the world pop 

music with Yolqu lyrics and themes, yidaki is primarily in the background, 

only noticeable for the shrieks and "animal calls" used often to be heard 

over loud rock instrumention, rather than elaborate Yolr)u playing 

technique. As Steven Knopoff wrote, "Didjeridu style in Yothu Yindi's 

pop/rock work is largely disconnected from the wide range of ancestral 

spirit-related symbolic associations found in ceremonial performance 

contexts" (Knopoff 1997). There is great potential for interesting and 

intelligent music that would be popular with didjeridu and other "world 

music" fans if Milkayqu and perhaps other Yolqu are genuinely interested. 

As "world music" incorporating the didjeridu has always been dominated 

by non-Aboriginal and a few more urban Aboriginal performers, this would 

also serve to reclaim Yolrju authority and ownership of the yidaki in the 

wider world. Interestingly, Milkayqu does not have any interest in mixing 



traditional Yolr)u songs with non-Yolqu music, but only in playing yiaki 

with other musics. Like many Yolr)u, he prefers to keep the songs, 

dances, and other important cultural practices of his people pure and 

separate from modernisation, or rather dilution through integration with 

modern popular musics. 

Creative and documentary film projects could also be initiated. There are 

many films about Yolr)u from the Yirrkala area, most notably the twenty-

two volume 'Yirrkala Film Project' and recent features such as Dhak,yarr 

vs. the King, The Pilot's Funeral and now 10 Canoes, but among the 

worldwide didjeridu scene, only the most ardent fans of traditional yiaki 

have seen any of these. Yet other Aboriginal or even non-Aboriginal 

artists and producers can simply put the word "Didgeridoo" in the title of 

a film or video and there will be a buzz about them in internet didjeridu 

forums. At this time, there are ideas being developed by several Yolr)u 

involved in this project for documentaries, sharing of Yolr)u stories in a 

creative film format and films following travels of Yolr)u artists, 

performers and teachers. 

The most important work to continue development of this new 

relationship between Yolr)u and the outside didjeridu market is to increase 

efforts towards face-to-face contact. Yolrju have heard outside opinions 

via an online survey and replied with the sharing of knowledge, including 

Milkayr)u's teachings in his own voice and opinions and stories shared 

directly by Yolr)u via movie clips on the internet. "Virtual" contact has 

been made and personal meetings are the next step. There is great 

interest on both sides in tours of Yolrju performers and teachers. There 
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have been a few trips to Japan, Europe and the United States targeting 

"the didjeridu scene" in recent years, but there are many more Yolr)u who 

want to travel and many didjeridu festivals and businesses who have yet 

to host Yolr)u performers and teachers. Hard Tongue Didgeridoo has 

increased interest in this, particularly in Europe, and Yidakiwuy Dhãwu 

Miwatjjurunydja is sure to do the same. Now the hard work of 

fundraising and tour arranging is left. 

The complement to this is groups of didjeridu players visiting Arnhem 

Land. The Garma Festival's Yidaki Master Class has been offered annually 

since 1999, but attendance is decreasing due to cost and publicity issues. 

Many didjeridu players, myself included, have travelled from far away to 

meet Djalu' Gurruwiwi on a more personal basis outside of the festival. 

While this at times is a strain on Djalul and his family, it continues 

unabated and internet chatter indicates that this is the more desired type 

of visit. A small number of previous visitors have returned with fee-

paying guests, which is the arrangement preferred by Djalu' and his family. 

This method should be promoted and encouraged. Dhukal Wirrpanda also 

advocated the idea of a yidaki school of sorts, for interested parties to 

travel to Arnhem Land and learn from local masters. At present, it seems 

the class at Garma already offers this, but if it continues its decline in 

enrolment and ceases to exist, other ventures of this type could be 

pursued. It is important and interesting that individual Yolrju, rather than 

just the Yothu Yindi Foundation and its festival, are encouraging the idea 

of visits to learn about yiaki and its context. The logistics of arranging 

these visits from Arnhem Land are complicated, but much easier with 

outside organizers, working in coordination with organizations like Buku- 
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Larrqgay Mulka or Djalu"s business Rripaqu Yidaki, bringing groups from 

their own regions of the world. Both Yoliju and outsiders are keen for 

this approach. 

Raymattja Marika-Munur)giritj wrote, "Only Yolngu really understand the 

metaphors which this land holds, but Balanda can learn about this too 

if they go about it in the right way" (Marika-Mununggiritj 1991 p18). 

This right way, from my experience and observation of other didjeridu 

enthusiast visitors to Arnhem Land, seems to be humbly, but with 

enthusiasm, and always deferring to the greater knowledge of Yolrju, 

always ready to listen rather than talk and always founded strongly in 

their own background in order to be able to offer something to Yolr)u 

rather than to merely take, as suggested by Wukun on the website, 

when he asked, "But what do we get from them?" 

Personal relationships created in this way and collaborative projects 

founded on such respect and offerings of skills and opportunities from 

both sides will create a stronger foundation for the larger cross-cultural 

relationship Yolrju have requested, just as my personal relationships with 

Yolrju drove me, a Southern Californian who started playing didjeridu in 

his own small world, to relocate across an ocean to conduct this project 

and stay on as a coordinator at Buku-Larrr)gay  Mulka. Grand gestures and 

statements have been made and it is now up to people facing each other 

as individuals from disparate cultures to meet and build mutual respect 

and long term shared plans. The door has been opened, now it is left to 

see who comes through and what they have to offer. Perhaps it is best 

to close with a restatement of the final sentence of the Garma Yidaki 
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Statement. It applies equally to the products of this project, which for 

the Yolr)u involved are an extension of the same intentions expressed in 

1999. 

With this statement, Yolngu elders of northeast Arnhem Land 

open their hearts to a new relationship for the Yidaki with 

global culture. 
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APPENDIX A 

Yolr)u Interview Questions 

Other than "didjeridu," what does "yidaki" mean, if anything? 

Anthropologist Alice Moyle said she was told in the 1960's that it meant 

"emu's throat." 

Is there a difference between a didjeridu and a yidaki? 

How many didjeridus do you own? 

Do you make yidaki? 

What do you think of N6paki playing yidaki for their own fun? 

What do you think of N4apaki playing yidaki for money? 

What do you think of N6paki women playing yidaki? 

What do you think of Napaki  teaching yidaki to others for fun? 

What do you think of Napaki teaching yidaki for money? 

What do you think of N5paki making and selling yidaki? 

Should they only do it if they're taught and given approval by Yolr)u? 

What do you think of Aboriginal People from elsewhere in Australia 

making and selling yidaki? 

Do you think that making, playing and selling of yidaki all over the world 

will separate the yidaki from its sacred origins? 

What do you think of all the Napaki who come here to learn about 

yidaki, to visit Djalu' or Garma? 
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Do you think N46paki who play yidaki are better people who would be 

more respectful of Yolrju rom than those who don't? 

Should Njpaki learn to play yidaki like Yolrju or make their own style? 

What do you think of Njpaki learning Yolr)u manikay from recordings and 

playing those songs overseas? 

How should N46paki show respect for Yolu ownership of the yidaki? 

What stories have you heard about the origin of the didjeridu? (check all 

that apply) 

a man collecting wood for a fire found a hollow log with termites in it, 

and blew them out to avoid burning them 

a man was trapped and blew on his penis to make a large sound 

a big rainbow serpent taught a man to play a big long didjeridu 

Any of the above, plus the man was named Yidaki. 

Do you think N6paki would respect Yolr)u ownership of the yidaki more if 

they knew more about its sacred origins? 

If N6paki do know something of Yolr)u dhäwu, should they share it in 

person with friends and family? In classes for money? On the internet? 

Would you share a bit of your own or your r)ändi clan's dhäwu yidakiwuy 

for keeping at the museum? For showing to Napaki yidakimirri mala? 
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APPENDIX B 

Yidakiwuy Dhäwu Miwatjtjurunydja Table of Contents 

from www.yirrkala.com/yidaki/dhawu  

About this Website 

READ THIS FIRST! Computer & Font Setup 

Pronunciation Guide 

Introduction 

Who are the Yolrju? 

Welcome by Djalu' Gurruwiwi 

Welcome by Milkayr)u Munur)gurr 

Chapter 1 - Basic Information 

What is a Didjeridu/Yidaki? 

Where does the Didjeridu/Yidaki come from? 

How is a Yidaki Made? 

Chapter 2 - Playing the Didjeridu/Yidaki 

Introduction 

The Drone 

Tongue Motions 

Pulses of Air from the Stomach 

The Trumpeted Note 

Adding the Voice 

Throat Muscles 

Breathing 

Conclusion and Examples of Yolqu Players 

Chapter 3 - Yolrju Rom (Law and Culture) 

Introduction 

Dhuwa and Yirritja 

Yothu-Yindi 

Dhuwa and Yirritja Yidaki 

Yothu-Yindi and Yidaki Crafting 

Yidaki and the Moieties - Ambiguities 
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When, Where and by Whom Yidaki are Played 

Special Yidaki and their Stories 

Stories about Yidaki - Djur)girriny! 

Stories about Yidaki - Dhadalal 

Stories about Yidaki - Gularri 

Chapter 4 - Yidaki Issues 

Introduction 

Are 'Didjeridu" and "Yidaki" the same thing? 

How do Yolrju feel about others playing didjeridu? 

How do Yolr)u feel about others teaching didjeridu? 

How do Yolr)u feel about others making and selling didjeridus? 

Should non-Aboriginal women play didjeridu? 

Healing with the didjeridu 

Does playing the didjeridu connect you to Aboriginal People? 

Chapter 5 - Final Thoughts 

Concluding Statements from Yolr)u 

Appendices - More Resources 

Djalu"s Statement from Garma 2002 

Recordings of Yolr)u Music 

Useful Websites Owned by or Made with Yolr)u 

Non-Yolr)u Didjeridu Player Survey Results 

website credits 
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On this CD, Milkayqu sings the exercises 
for you before playing them. The sounds 
he makes are natural for Yolgu-speakers. 
but use tongue positions others midaS not 
know. We've written these instructions 
using Yolgu spellings and diagrams that tell 
you exactly where to put your tongue. 

Not every Yolrju person plays exactly the 
same. While this recording features the 
predominant style heard in Northeast 
.Arnhem Land today, there are different 
styles due to change over time, clan and 
song-specific techniques, and individual 
creativity. The following techniques are 
fundamentals upon which all styles are based. 
Use what you learn here to study other Yolrju 
recordings and create your own variations, 

taihn • The tail-n represents a soft 'ng' as 
in "singer." Look for it in words like Yolgu" 
and Milkayqu. irs words like Munurjçjurr," 
the soft tail-n is followed by a hard "g," as 
in "stronger." It could be argued that dhu" 
should be spelled dhuq" and "to" "oq." 
with the breath on the 'q.' Some Yolqo 
use the term dith'thur)" to describe yidaki 
playing. Tail-n is not used in the exercises. 

is  pi ~ dh/th 
I / ,,.J interdental position • 'tb 

is not pronounced as 
in English, Place the tip 
of your tongue between 
your teeth, the blade of 

the tongue against your gum ridge, and 
pronounce a 't' as you would in English. 
Same goes for 'dh.' Say the letter 'd with 
your tongue starting from that position. In 
"ith." your tongue lands in this position, 
In "dhu - your tongue pushes away from 
this position 

olveoriento( position 
The tip of the tongue 
touches the back of the 
bottom teeth, while the 

II.I blade, or middle of the 
tongue, touches the gum ridge. In witj," 
the tongue moves from rest to this posi-
tion, and in "dju," the tongue pushes off 
from this position. 

/ d/I 
rehoflexed position The 
tongue curls back Just a 
bit so that the bottom 
of the tip of the tongue 
tocx.hcs the edge of the 

gum ridge, lust  behind the top teeth. The 
tongue does not push any further back  

towards the roof of the mouth. In dith" 
and 'up," the tongue starts in this position 
and forcefully flicks forward and down. In 
"dhirrl," the tongue lands in this position 
after a forceful movement. 

rolied r • The tip of the 
tongue, moving quickly 

1 backwards from just 
behind the top teeth, 
flicks the gum ridge. It's 

one quick flick, not to be confused with 
the long Spanisn rolled "r." In dhirrl,' the 
tongue starts between the teeth and drags 
back, flicking a 'rr' on its way to the retro-
flexed position. 

('T74II11 Neutral 
rii On the 'o' of "Jo" and 

u of "dhu and "dju." 
the tongue is in a more 
relaxed position in the 

1 J middle of the mouth, 

> 
-'J -o 
P1 
"4 



/4'Øt witj dju F7W dup 

4 ' The tongue starts resting in the mouth / This refers to the higher trumpet sound, whether tongue motion is used 

jj/' gf4fjç in a neutral position 5, whips to the ,a" or not. In slow isolated higher tones, which are used in Yolqu songs and 
alveodental position 2, then pushes back " ceremony, the trumpeted note is played simply with tightened lips preferrably 
to the starting position S. just a small portion at the middle of the lips) and strong support from the 

_ ______________ [1J diaphragm. You will hear this in the slow "up" and transition exercises. 

"a ["" dith-dhu up"pu 
The tongue starts from the retroflexed / ' F In faster playing, when the trumpeted note is quickly alternated 

/ position 3, whips to the interdental with the lower drone note, the tongue pushes off from the 
position 1. then pushes back to relative 

' 
retroflexed position, supported by a strong burst of air from 

/ rest in a neutral position 5 in the middle I the diaphragm, then as the lips close towards a 'p position, the 
of the mouth, trumpet note sounds. The lips quickly relax back to the lower 

drone note, which is rearticulated with the 'pu" sound, 

dhirr! 
The tongue starts in the interdental 
position I and drags back, flicking a rolled 
'rr 4 along the way to the retroflexed 
position 3. In Fast rhythms, a breath is 
snatched through the nose at the end of 
this motion, 

al dhirr!-o 
After the "dhirrl," 
the tongue pushes 
down to a more 
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the calls of this rnagnifici nt bird on my yidaki My per, and caIne to worl wufe attention 
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he called that 

a rsi proper y daki for me And 
 Gudurrku. b tdYth V eprese oghi 

the world, He continues to be an influence on players in Arnhem Land 

uch as his sot Buyu, pictured with him on this CD The imagery of 
th r and son crossing yidaki represents transmission of hnow'edge *0 
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F') 
00 

Yolr3u people of Northeast Arnhem Land 01 Introduction 
call the didgeridoo yidaki. Their r)aQarr dal 02 05 Ex 1 witj dju 
or hard tongue, style has been called the 06-10 Ex. 2 ith-dhu X 
hardest didge playing to learn. 11-16 Ex. 3 dhirrl 

On this CD. Milkayr)u Munurjgurr. ceremonial 17-21 Ex. 4 dhirrl-!o 
yidaki player and original member of the band 22-25 Ex. 5 ith-dhu dhirrl 
Yothu Yindi, distills yidaki playing to the basics. 26-28 Ex. 6 ith-dhu dhirrl dhirrl 
Spoken and written instructions (in English but 29-32 Ex. 7 dup c 

0 with translations on the internet) accompany 33-35 Ex. 8 dup dhirrl 
the exercises. Rhythms are recorded at various 36-38 Ex. 9 up-pu dhirr! dhirrl 

c speeds, with both the sound of the yidaki and 39-41 Ex. 10 up-pu dhirrl cup-pu 
o the breathing audible. dup-pu dhirrl dhirrl 

If you play didgeridoo and have struggled to 42-44 Discussion/Conclusion 
learn the Yoli)u yidaki playing style, this is the 45-47 dith-dhu dhirrl dhirrl imprev 

I primer you need. Play along! - 

S 
Lo  

CL 

(2005 Buku-Larrrjgay  Mulka Centre . 

Yirrkala NT 0880 Australia 
www.yirrksls-arts.com  6 55600 00132 4 0 



APPENDIX D: KEY YOLNU INTERVIEWEES AND COLLABORATORS 

Name Clan Homeland Primary Locations of 

Dhakaliny Burarrwarja Gumatj 

Mirarra Burarrwar)a Gumatj 

Nalkuma Burarrwarja Gumatj 

Milminyina Djambarrpuyrju 
D ham a rra n dj 

Gunybi Ganambarr Naymil 

Merrkiyawuy Dätiwuy 
Ganambarr 

Noqu Ganambarr Dätiwuy 

Waymamba Gupapuyr)u 
Gaykamarju 

irirrpiritj Gondarra Golumala 

Yarrrju Goarra Golumala 

Gawirrin Gumana Dha!warju 

Badikupa Gurruwiwi Gálpu 

Dharjgal Gurruwiwi Galpu 

Djalu' Gurruwiwi Galpu 

Collaborative Work 

Bawaka Gunyar)ara', Matamata, 
Gikal 

Bawaka Gunyaqara', Gikal 

Bawaka Yirrkala 

Ruwak Yirrkala 

Rorruwuy 

Rorruwuy 

Rorruwuy 

Mi I ng 1mb I 

Barrkira 

Barrkira 

Gäga 

N ayp I nya 

Naypinya 

N ayp I nya 

N ayp I nya 

N ayp I nya 

Yllpara 

Yalaqbara 

Yalaqbara 

Waawuy 

Wandawuy 

Yirrkala  

Yirrkala 

Yirrkala, Dhalinybuy 

Darwin 

Dhalinybuy 

Dhalinybuy 

Yirrkala, Gu!kula 

Yirrkala, Gunyaqara' 

Yirrkala, Gunyaqara', 
Gikal 

Yirrkala, Gunyarjara', 
Gikal, Gu!ku!a 

Yirrkala 

Gunyaqara' 

Yirrkala, Gu!ku!a 

Yirrkala 

Yirrkala 

Yirrkala  

Yirrkala, Dhanaya, 
Gu!ku!a, Canberra, 
Sydney, Woodford 

Dhalinybuy 

Dhalinybuy 

Yirrkala 

Dhalinybuy 

Dhalinybuy 

Dhalinybuy 

Galpu 

Galpu 

Madarrpa 

Rirratjiqu 

RI rratj I rju 

Djapu 

Djapu 

Wangurri 

Wangurri 

Wangurri 

Watjuku Gurruwiwi 

Winiwini Gurruwiwi 

Djambawa Marawili 

Banduk Marika 

Raymattja Marika 

Barayuwa Munur)gurr 

Milkayr)u Munuqgurr 

Bawurr Munyarryun 

Buwathay 
Munyarryun  

Djakapurra 
Munyarryun 

Gurraramawuy 
Munyarryun 

M irrwatr)a 
Munyarryun 

Wangurri Dhalinybuy Dhalinybuy, Yirrkala 

Wangurri Dhalinybuy Dhalinybuy 
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Na me Clan  

Yarjarryarjarr Wangurri 
Munyarryun 

Wukun Wanambi Marrakulu 

Dhuka! Wirrpanda Dhui-Djapu 

Burrrjupurrrju Dha!war)u 
Wu flu rm u rra 

Datjirri Wunur)murra Dha!warju 

Dhakuwal Yunupirju Gumatj 

Galarrwuy Yunupirju Gumatj 

Homeland Primary Locations of 
Collaborative Work 

Dhalinybuy Dhalinybuy 

Gurka'wuy Yirrkala 

Dhuruputjpi Yirrkala 

Gurrumuru Yirrkala 

Gurrumuru Yirrkala 

Biranybirany Yirrkala 

Biranybirany Gu!ku!a 
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